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Principal’s Address

Head Girl’s Address

As a school community it is important to record and capture the
memories and events of the year. As the academic year 2016/2017 draws
to a close, Ardscoil Mhuire has much to look back on and celebrate.

As another year passes by here in Ardscoil Mhuire for both teachers and
students it kills me to even think of it as our “last year”. It has gone by
in the blink of an eye and all I can say is, what a year it has been; full of
laughter, tears, and great fun.

Ardscoil Mhuire has a long standing history of promoting and fostering
academic excellence in all year groups and at all levels. The academic
achievements of our students in state examinations were acknowledged
this year by two visitors to our school. Firstly, in early September,
Councillor Frank Daly recognised and congratulated our high-achieving
students from last year's Leaving Certificate examinations. This was
followed by a visit from Deputy O’Sullivan to officiate at two important
events within our school community. Firstly, the Deputy presented a
number of our senior students with their Gaisce medals (The President's
Award), and subsequently awarded a bursary to ASM’s highest achieving
Junior Certificate student, who earned a staggering 10 Higher Level As
in her Junior Certificate examination.

To say the last six years has flown by would be an understatement. It
seems like only yesterday when we walked through those double doors
at the students’ entrance, but little did we know the adventure we were
in for. The opportunities I have been presented with and the experiences
I have had here have left me with unforgettable memories… and luckily I
had the most amazingly crazy group of girls with me through it all!
Knowing that I only have a few weeks left before I graduate is daunting,
however not knowing what lies ahead of every single one of us is simply
exciting. I have built many friendships in this school that will never be
broken. We have learned many valuable life lessons, yet had fun whilst
learning them. I cannot put into words how grateful I was to be elected
ASM’s Head Girl for my final year and am so proud to have been given the
chance to represent such a unique school community.

In addition to recognising student achievement in state examinations,
academic excellence in our school was acknowledged and rewarded at
our annual Academic Awards afternoon in May in the school hall. Well
done to all students who were nominated for an award, and I would
encourage all students to work to the best of their ability in order to
secure a nomination next year.

On behalf of all of the Sixth Year girls, our experience here would have
been nothing without the care and dedication of all the staff in Ardscoil
Mhuire! Firstly to Ms Herbert, Ms Collins, and all of our teachers, we
cannot thank all of you enough for the support and encouragement that
you have showed us for the last six years and for never giving up on us.
Also a big thank you to Mary S, Marion, Mags, Deirde, Mary G, Lorraine,
Sr Pat, Jim, Mick, and Fr Leonard. Finally, much respect to Dee for keeping
the whole school going, and for putting up with us all!

As Principal, I am privileged to have the support and expertise of a
very dedicated and committed group of teachers. As a consequence of
Ardscoil Mhuire’s strong culture of volunteerism, the school is a busy
place with exciting and fun filled extra-curricular activities. Students in
our school are involved in sport, musicals, the SRC, mentoring, choirs,
the Green Flag, public speaking, debating, Mental Health Awareness,
business enterprises, the Irish Flag, the PIF initiative, science projects,
horticulture, YSI, fundraising activities, drama, talent-shows, musicals
and ceolchoirms, as well as essay and art competitions. These activities
have greatly added to our wonderful school spirit and assisted in the
creation of a positive and warm learning environment.

As the weeks pass and we get closer to both the Junior and Leaving
Certificate exams, I would like to wish every single one of our Third and
Sixth Year students the very best of luck! And to all other years, believe
anyone when they say that school days are the best days of your life, as
mine simply were! 

Molly Averell,
Head Girl 2016-17

A huge thank you must be given to Mr Huff and Ms Hynan for all their
hard work and dedication in producing this year’s yearbook, and to
our sponsors for their continued support of our school. I would like to
acknowledge all those who submitted articles and stories for this year’s
publication.
Thank you to our Staff, Parents’ Council
and Board of Management for all their
support throughout the year.
I hope you enjoy the yearbook and in the
years to come may it rekindle and remind
us of the life and times we had in school.

Bríd Herbert,
Principal

A Farewell to Mrs O’Toole
Any attempt to sum up the superb contribution that Mrs Maria O’Toole has made to our school community
as a teacher, colleague, and friend, is sure to fall shamefully short. It is also nigh on impossible to put into
words what she has meant to us all over the years. What follows though is a sincere attempt.
Many of us knew Mrs O’Toole as an inspirational, dynamic, and highly committed teacher, whilst a select
few are honoured to know a wise, supportive, generous, experienced, and compassionate colleague and
friend. She began her career in Ardscoil Mhuire 38 years ago as a teacher of Home Economics. She was
a wonderful teacher. While she always strove to ensure that her students reached their full academic potential, by setting the highest standards, she was extremely caring and compassionate to all the students
in her care, particularly those who were experiencing personal difficulties. During our Open Nights past
pupils, whose daughters are now coming to the school, are often still heard thanking Mrs O’Toole for her
for kindness and inspirational words as a teacher, words that they remember to this day.
Mrs O’Toole, the number of students whose lives you have touched by having taught them so well is countless and something that you should be so proud of and never forget. We wish you and your family every
happiness in your well-deserved retirement.
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My CEIST
Conference Experience
On the 14th of March Aimee Hickey, Mary-Kate Flanagan, and myself were
chosen to travel to St Patrick’s College Campus, Dublin to represent our
school at the CEIST Student Leadership Conference 2017. When we arrived
we received different colour bands which we would need to use later on,
before being led to a huge conference room where we joined students from
all around the country to hear and interesting address by Dr Marie Griffin the
CEO of CEIST.
Then bands we received came into effect! There were colour co-ordinated
rooms for the different colour bands. We went to the Orange Room as it
corresponded with our bands. In the different rooms some schools had
prepared PowerPoint presentations on how they had shown leadership in their
schools. We listened to, and engaged with, each of the presentations.
Later we played a debating game on the issue of global warming. When we
were finished in the separate rooms we went for lunch and then listened to an
address by the Minister of Education, Richard Burton. He talked to us about
the importance of leadership and how we can keep pushing leadership in our
schools. He also had time for a few questions from the audience. Nearing
the end of the day two girls from inner city Dublin preformed a dance to close
the day.
Overall I was very happy that I was chosen to represent my school at the
CEIST Student Leadership Conference 2017. It was a really good experience
and I found it very interesting and I thoroughly enjoyed it.
~ Fiona Kenihan (Transition Year)

PEER MENTORING
Peer Mentoring has, and is, an integral part
of school life in Ardscoil Mhuire. Peer Mentoring was introduced, as a new initiative, in
2009 and has gone from strength to strength.
The programme has undergone many changes
and revisions to comprise the form in which it
takes today.
Fifth Year students volunteer to mentor First
Years and the result is a mutually beneficial
link. The Fifth Years meet with the First Years
on arrival and help them with their books,
lockers, timetables, and generally finding their
way around the new school. The mentors are
included in our in-house Transfer Programme.
They participate in this invaluable course
which assists our new students in coping with
the changes from primary to post primary and
ensure a smooth transition.
The mentors also meet casually with First
Years on a regular basis throughout the year
and act as a “go to “person. There are also
organised activities for First Years which the
mentors host and build on the relationships
established earlier in the year.
Mentors voluntarily make themselves available on public occasions when dignitaries visit
the school. On our Open Night, they greet visitors to the school and answer queries about
the school, its procedures and structures.

Ardscoil Mhuire
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Our SRC in Action!

with their presentations.
The S.R.C. is a vital link
between the student body
and staff of Ardscoil Mhuire.
Students are encouraged
to be actively involved in
school life through the
S.R.C. Thank you to our
Head Girl, Deputy Head
Girl, prefects, and deputy
prefects for their hard
work, dedication, and
enthusiasm all year.

As a new academic year began in Ardscoil Mhuire, so did the process
of appointing the new Student Representative Council. Molly Averell
was selected as Head Girl, capably assisted by Hannah Browne
and Leah Melling as Deputy Head Girls. All classes have elected
enthusiastic and committed prefects and deputy prefects.
Last October our annual Mad Hair and Colours Day took place. The
whole school community embraced the spirit of the occasion and
made it a very enjoyable and memorable day for all. All monies raised
were donated to the Mid-Western Cancer Research Foundation.
This year, for the first time, the S.R.C. organised a Christmas Jumper
Day which took place the day of our annual Christmas Dinner. We
were delighted with the number of students and staff who embraced
the festivity of the day and hope it will be a yearly event. Crumlin
Children’s Hospital was very appreciative of our generous donation as
a result of this day.

As the academic year
nears its end, we on the S.R.C. would like to take this
opportunity to wish all the Third and Sixth year students the very best
in the exams and wish you all a happy and safe summer 2017.

In April, Molly Averell and Shannon Fitzgerald addressed the Board
of Management, on behalf of the student body. They described their
experiences of school and had a very meaningful discussion about the
successes of Ardscoil Mhuire as well as improvements that could be
made. The members of the Board of Management were delighted
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My Musical Experience
Every year Transition Year students from Ardscoil Mhuire and St Munchin’s College are given the opportunity to work together and stage a
musical in LIT as a means of promoting teamwork, creativity, and confidence. This year our musical was the exciting and energetic ‘Back to
the 80s’.
We all began the year with rounds of auditions that required a lot of practice and dedication. It was a nerve-wracking, yet enjoyable, process
that led to me earning the main role of Tiffany Houston, the love interest of the male lead, one of the popular girls and an amazing cheerleader! I was really proud of myself for this achievement and was determined to do a good job.
We spent three months rehearsing with long days after school and some weekends. Over the three months we had all become great friends.
When it finally came to the big show we had rehearsed every song and dance so many times we could have done them in our sleep! The
show was on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th of December, with two shows on the Friday and one on the Saturday and Sunday.
On the Friday morning primary school children came to see us for a matinee and in our first proper performance! The teacher just kept
telling us it was like a practice run because they wouldn't even notice if we made a mistake! We didn’t and after that we could not have been
more excited for the rest of our performances. The musical is definitely the best time I have had in Transition Year so far and I would love to
go back and do it all again.
I'd like to say a special thanks to Ms Shinners, who directed the entire musical; Ms Clery, who was in charge of the music and conducted the
orchestra; Cathy McGlynn, who choreographed every dance; and Ms Delaney, who helped with all the costumes. We would not have been
able to have put on such a great musical without them!
~ Sophie Coll (Transition Year 2)

ASM’s TYs are
“TOTALLY AWESOME”!

But these things did not happen by accident and there are a lot of
people to thank. First and foremost are the school communities of
both Ardscoil Mhuire and St Munchin’s College for their support of
the musical and the students involved over the past three months.
It was a visually stunning show on many levels, so we must thank Mr
Conner and Ms Bolger for their work on backdrops and sets, as well
as Ms Delaney for all of her work on costumes. Ms Clery (musical director) and Ms Shinners (producer) are both owed a huge thanks for
of all of their hard work and vision in directing and producing a show
that was “flashier” and more exciting than any of us could have possibly predicted.

When faced with putting on a show that is traditionally known as the
“Totally Awesome Musical” many would be intimidated. Not our TYs!
Over three days in early December, they put on four wildly successful
shows in front of packed and appreciative audiences.
As a piece of entertainment, it had it all; all the catchy music and BIG
style of the 80s (which we feel obliged to acknowledge as one of the
best decades ever due to some of the staff involved!), flashy dance
moves, eye-catching sets, cameo appearances by Yoda and Darth
Vader, and a heart-warming, yet realistic, message for young people.
There were also laughs. Tons of them, and the atmosphere in LIT’s
Millennium Theatre was electric as every perfectly timed one-liner
was served up to appreciative audiences all weekend.

Finally, we cannot overlook our incredible TY class! They were outstanding and have certainly made us proud! They all displayed an impressive work ethic over several months on and offstage. They can
be proud of themselves too as their display of energy, enthusiasm,
dedication, and hard work resulted in a spectacular show that will undoubtedly have many teachers, students, and family members talking
for quite a while to come!
Congratulations to all involved in ‘Back to the 80s’ in 2016!

Ardscoil Mhuire
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CAST LIST: Sophie Coll ~ Tiffany Houston, Ellen Martin ~ Cyndi Gibson, Amy Cullen ~ Laura Wilde, Jade Lipper ~ Debbie Fox,
Megan Lynch ~ Eileen Reagan, Danielle Bussoli ~ Mel Easton, Lauren Morton ~ Kim Easton, Mary-Kate Flanagan ~ Sheena Brannigan
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ASM is Paying It Forward!
Pay It Forward Limerick is a movement led by a group of volunteers whose
aim is to promote Limerick, its communities, and its people in the most
positive light possible. The concept of Paying It Forward is based on the
premise that there is an inbuilt goodness in people and that they carry
out acts of kindness, compassion, and support every day; sometimes for
friends and family and other times for complete strangers. Pay It Forward
suggests that if someone does you a good deed, instead of paying it back,
you “Pay It Forward” by helping someone else. The Pay It Forward Limerick
organisation wants to make Limerick the kindest city in Ireland!
Ardscoil Mhuire is playing a leading role in the PIFL initiative. Last year our
school was delighted to be asked to devise and pilot a programme to create
and develop a ‘Kindness School’. Our aim was, and continues to be, to
encourage a core group of students to engage in selfless ‘Acts of Kindness’
resulting in a ripple effect throughout the whole school community and
leading to an exponential growth in goodwill, generosity and common
decency. It is also hoped that as this initiative grows and develops it will
bring about a positive change in our society as a whole.
Last year’s Transition Year students, under the guidance of Ms Kerin, led
this initiative in our school. Ms Kerin and her team put hours of work into
devising and implementing a variety of group and individual projects. The
students’ group projects included reviving the school’s Millennium Garden
so that students can socialise in a beautiful environment, carol singing to
raise funds for Limerick charities, organising a community clean-up, the
construction of 1916 Commemorative Photo Booth to be used during the
Festival of Kindness and the development of a ‘Hands of Kindness’ project
to encourage whole school involvement in the PIFL initiative. The students
were also committed to their own individual projects which ranged from
baby-sitting and house-keeping to sending random messages of kindness.
This year Ardscoil Mhuire was the first school to be granted the status
of a Kindness School. Each student who participated in the initiative
was presented with a ‘Certificate of Achievement’ acknowledging their
participation in the initiative and recognising their outstanding generosity
and kindness throughout the year. Additionally, our school was presented
with a PIFL Flag, which acknowledges and applauds our achievement and
visibly promotes the PIFL initiative in the community.
Our dedicated team are now focusing on spreading the message of the
PIFL initiative to other schools. A number of students visited Scoil Ide
and St Munchin’s College, introducing them to and the PIFL initiative and
explaining the thinking behind it. They also put together a PIFL pack to
inform and guide schools on their journey to becoming a Kindness School.
Additionally, the PIFL team are not only developing existing projects but
are working on new initiatives such as the ‘Valentines Gesture’, ‘40 days
of Kindness’, ‘Wanted being Kind’, and ‘The King and Queen of Kindness’.
Ardscoil Mhuire’s students also once again volunteered during the Festival
of Kindness while a number of our students carried the PIF flag in the St
Patrick Day parade.
In our experience, encouraging and supporting students in our school
community to do something thoughtful for those around them has had
a very positive impact on the culture of an already caring and nurturing
school. Carrying out selfless acts makes us better people and makes
the world we live in a warmer and more caring place. The more school
communities that get involved, the greater the ‘Wave of Kindness’.

Ardscoil Mhuire
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Student Achievements
OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM
My Rowing Achievement
On the 19th of November 2016 I participated in
the Irish Indoor Rowing Provinces Competition.
I was up against all Junior-16 girls in Munster.
The competition took place in the University of
Limerick Arena. My race started at 9:20am. It was
a 2 kilometre race on the ergometer. I came first
with a time of 7 minutes and 27 seconds. I was
then invited to a Junior-18 rowing camp over the
Christmas holidays in the National Rowing Centre
in Co. Cork. It was a three day long camp.
On the 21st of January 2017 I participated in the
Irish Indoor Rowing Championships. It also took
place in the University of Limerick Arena. I was
against all Junior-16 girls in Ireland. It was another

2 kilometre race. My race was at 10:45am. I came
second with a time of 7 minutes and 26 seconds.
I then went to the National Rowing Centre and
competed in a 6 kilometre race in a trial for the
Irish team. My team mate and I came in the top
five in the country. It was a two day long trial so we
had to race 12 kilometres in total that weekend.
Unfortunately, I was not invited back to the March
trials, but I still continue to train very hard so
that I get my chance next year. Recently I did a 2
kilometre race and I got a time of 7 minutes and
19 seconds. I was extremely happy with it as it
showed how much I have improved since the
Championships.
~ Chris Kirwan (Third Year)

Playing for Munster
I started playing rugby six years ago and I never thought that I would
get such a thrill or enjoyment out of a sport. As the years progressed,
so did I, with the help of my coaches and team mates who pushed
me to do my best. I then made the Munster U18s team and never
looked back. We train every Tuesday and Thursday in C.I.T. and I love
every minute of it. I have made lifelong friends and would rank it
as the best experience of my life. The training was hard, but always
worth it. I would encourage young people to get into any sport and
reach for the stars.
~ Ciara Noonan (LCA2)

From St Mary’s to Munster
I began playing rugby with St Mary's around six years ago. When I started it was always in the back of
my mind that I'd love to play for Munster. About two years ago I went for my first Munster trial and I
didn't make the cut. I was absolutely gutted. I learned from this experience though, and it made me
more determined.
This year, I finally made it thanks to the help from my dedicated coaches and teammates. I train every
Tuesday and Thursday in Ballincollig RFC. Although it's a big commitment, I gain so much out of it. I
now have amazing friends who have my back 100% on and off the pitch and I've learned to always take
the good with the bad in life. I would advise anyone to always persevere in trying to reach their goal,
whatever it is. It might not come when you want it, but it will come if you work hard for it.
~ Melanie McKnight (Fifth Year)

Rotary Youth Leadership Development Competition
Congratulations to Fifth Year Student Niamh Conroy who
demonstrated a pronounced capacity for leadership in our
school's Rotary Club interviews this year. Niamh was among
a large number of our senior students to put themselves
forwards as examples of excellent youth leadership in school
and in their communities.
Niamh also represented ASM at the Limerick/Shannon
Rotary Club's interviews where both she and our school were
highly commended. They were particularly delighted to hear
about the wonderful voluntary work that Niamh participates
using her musical talents!
Congratulations to Niamh as she did ASM, and more
importantly herself, extremely proud!

Ardscoil Mhuire
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We often practise having small, mostly “friendly”, debates against
each other! We will pick our team of four and Mr Huff will tell each
team whether they are proposing or opposing the motion. The
motion is the topic that each team will debate. This year we have
debated topics like the American election, Harry Potter V Star Wars,
and whether Eastenders is the best soap on TV!
If the seniors have a debate and there is room on the bus Mr Huff
will take as many junior debaters as possible along to experience a
real competitive debate. I have gone to my first senior debate and it
was an amazing experience, especially as our senior debaters were
so good.
Joining the Debate Club is a great way to build up your confidence
and make new friends. I would highly recommend the Debate Club to
anyone that is interested in joining.
- Ciara Grimes (First Year)

There’s No Arguing with
ASM’s Debaters!

(The members of the Debate Club are currently looking forward to a
series of friendly debates organised with other local schools!)

DEBATING AND PUBLIC SPEAKING

Díospóireachtaí Gael Linn

Junior Debating Club

Ghlac daltaí ó Ard Scoil Mhuire páirt i ndíospóireachtaí Gael Linn
ar oíche dé Máirt an 18ú de mhí Dheireadh Fómhair. B'iad na daltaí
a ghlac páirt sa sraith sinsearach i gcomórtas an Phiarsaigh ná Máire
Cáit Ní Fhlannagáin, Niamh Ní Chonaire agus Jemma Duhig. Is é an
rún a bhí á phlé acu ná; "Is fear printíseacht ná bunchéim ollscoile!".
Bhí caighdeán an-ard ar an oíche agus ar an droch uair níor éirigh leis
an dhá fhoireann leanúint ar aghaidh go dtí an chéad bhabhta eile ach
rinne na cailíní an-obair.

“The Junior Debating Club is a new addition to the wide range of
extra-curricular activities offered to ASM students. The sincere hope
is that participating students will develop vital skills in respectful
communication and argument, as well as perfecting their ability
to work as part of a team through fun, yet topical, debates before
moving on to local and national competitions.”
- Mr Huff, Debates Mentor

Every Monday afternoon this year we meet in Room 8 for forty-five
minutes of debating! Mr Huff is in charge of the club. At Debating
Club we take part in debating games such as Rebuttal Tennis and the
Hat Debate as well as communication games like Mamamoo and the
“Um-Err” Game. These games are an effective and fun way to learn
the basics of debating and to gain confidence in your speaking ability.

Ardscoil Mhuire
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CONCERN DEBATES

Appreciation

The Concern Debates have been a cornerstone of debating and publicspeaking in Ardscoil Mhuire for many years. This year’s team is
blessed with a unique blend of talent, enthusiasm, experience, and
confidence that resulted in a series of seven thrilling and entertaining
debates this year.

The students involved in public speaking and debating would like to
sincerely thank their mentors Mr Huff, Ms McGrath, & Mr Madigan
as well as the staff and students of ASM for their support and
encouragement during the last year. Thank you!

At the conclusion of the League Phase, spanning September to January,
the team was undefeated, having picked up conclusive victories over
Laurel Hill FCJ, Glenstal Abbey School, Villiers School, and Castletroy
College. It was not an easy road though, as the team had scant time to
wrap their heads around huge global issues such as hunger, the West’s
position in Africa, international climate change agreements, and the
UN. They persevered though and delivered a series of debates that
were described as “All-Ireland Final calibre” by several independent
adjudicators and resulted in their placement near the top of the league
table and an automatic advance to the next round.

NEWSFLASH!
At the time of going to press ASM was delighted to receive word that
we have been awarded two national awards by the Concern Debates
competition! The “Whole School Involvement Award” recognises
not only the tireless work of the many people involved in debating
in our school, but also the tremendous support that they receive from
our entire school community. For the second year in a row Aisling
Cullen and Ellie O’Donoghue Parsons will be collecting the “Best
Use of Social Media Award” for their innovative use of Twitter (@
ASMDebates) to keep us all up to date about the culture of debating in
our school! Congratulations to all involved!

An extremely tough Playoff Round debate against the Ursuline
Secondary School on the legacy of Cuba’s Fidel Castro pushed our
team to the very edge. However, an expertly crafted argument and
clever refutation saw them pull out the victory yet again and enter the
Knockouts, where free speech was on the agenda! Our team faced
a seasoned opposition from Mercy Secondary School Mounthawk in
a dauntingly huge auditorium in unfamiliar territory. Rather than be
daunted though, our team rallied and left Tralee victorious following a
spirited and entertaining debate.

“I am so delighted to
have been given the
opportunity to participate
in the Concern Debates
this year. I am honoured
to have worked with
such skilled and talented
teammates and guided
by amazingly dedicated
mentors.
Taking part
in the debates this year
has definitely improved
my confidence and my
ability to speak in front
of a crowd.
Dealing
with a range of topical
and current issues has
helped me gain a better
understanding of what’s
going on in the world and
how I can make an impact.
Through debating this year
I have made wonderful
friends and took the opportunity to better myself mentally, and
physically as I tried to work off all those Terry’s Chocolate Oranges!”

That win secured the team a well-deserved place in the competition’s
top eight, out of over 120 schools who participated, and a spot in the
Quarter Finals. The Quarter Final debate was a heated affair against
the Sacred Heart Secondary School that unfortunately ended this
year’s amazing run for our team, though they themselves were quick
to realise the list of incredible achievements that they had added to
their debating résumés since September and are determined to come
back better than ever next year!
Congratulations to Melanie McKnight, Amy Cullen, Mary-Kate
Flanagan, and Emma Plunkett on what has been a deservedly standout
year of debating for such a dedicated and creative team. Next year will
certainly be interesting!

~ Emma Plunkett (Concern Debates Team 2016/17)

Public Speaker of the Year AWA R D
The annual Academic Awards Night was the perfect venue to present
the fourth annual award for ASM’s Public Speaker of the Year Award.
The award seeks to acknowledge and reward the students who have
dedicated themselves to self-improvement through public speaking
and debating in our school, as well as those who have excelled in
displaying quick-thinking in the heat of a debate. Congratulations to all
of the nominees and this year’s worthy recipient, Melanie McKnight!
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T R A N S I T I O N

Y E A R

2 0 1 6 / 1 7

Transition Year provides a bridge to enable students to make the transition from Junior to Senior Cycle. For TY 2016/17 it has
certainly been an incredibly busy, yet highly successful year. Along with traditional subjects the girls have experienced a broad
range of educational activities which allowed them the opportunity to investigate career options, develop themselves as a person,
grow in confidence, and gain maturity. My sincerest thanks to the TY class of 2017 and my best wishes to them as they prepare to
enter Fifth Year.
~ Ms Anne Mitchell (TY Coordinator)
On the 12th and 13th of September 2016, the Transition Year students of

Cultural Trip to Dublin

Ardscoil Mhuire travelled to Kilfinane Outdoor Education Centre in Co. Limerick.
We traveled here as part of our Gaisce journey. We had to complete a 25km
hill walk in order to complete the outdoor activity and overnight stay part of
the journey.

On the 7th of February, all of Transition Year set off on a Trip to Dublin. We
departed the school at 9:30 with Ms Mitchell, Ms Cross and Ms Murphy. After
two hours we arrived in Dundrum Shopping Centre! After figuring out where we
were meeting before we got back on the bus, everyone dispersed into different
areas of Dundrum. The majority (including myself) made their way to ‘Bershka’.
After this we went to all the other shops like ‘Pull and Bear’, ‘Pennys’, ‘River
Island’ where most people bought loads of clothes. We decided to get our lunch
in Dundrum before getting back on the bus.

We left school at 9:00 am on Monday morning. I was really excited to get there
and begin the walk but was nervous about what was to come. When we arrived
we went to the sports hall and waited for the workers from the centre to come
and get us. We then received a safety talk about how to stay safe whilst walking.
We then got spilt into our rooms for the night which were big and spacious. We
got split into groups for the walk and got changed into or walking gear and got
some rain jackets and boots from the workers. We then received our leaders for
the two days we were going to be there for. We went to the canteen and made
our lunch, then had to get a bus to the location of where we would be walking.

We checked into our hotel at about 3 O’ Clock. Almost all of the rooms were
triple rooms so we got to share with some of our friends. Eimear, Aimee and I
shared a room. It turned out to be one of the nicer rooms in the hotel. Before
leaving the hotel we went to look at the rooms everyone else had been given.

Once we got there we began to walk 1 hour and 30 minutes before we stopped
for lunch. We then continued to walk for 3 hours! The walk consisted of lots of
hills and slopes. I found the walk hard as it was raining which made the walkway
slippery and muddy, which resulted in one or maybe two embarrassing falls!

We left the hotel to have a look around Grafton Street shortly after we arrived.
Everyone had assumed that ‘Pennys’ and the other ‘Bershka’ were near Grafton
Street, but after a little while we realised that they are on O’Connell street which
was a twenty minute walk away from where we were! We were a small bit
disappointed but we found other shops to have a look in.

When we finished the walk we returned to the bus and headed back to the
centre. We were all wet and cold so we got changed straight away and went
for dinner. We had chicken curry and rice for dinner and just talked about what
we did for the day. At around 7 o’clock we were called to the sports hall to play
some games. We played dodgeball for ages and we got really competitive. It
was really fun! After that we were all really tired but wanted to stay up and have
more fun with our friends so we did for a little while longer. I then had to go to
bed as I knew we had another hard day ahead of us.

At 5:30 we returned to the hotel to get ready for the show and at 6:20 we left
for the Bord Gáis Energy Theatre. After arriving at the theatre Ms Mitchell gave
us our tickets for the show. At first we struggled to find our seats, but having
been in the theatre before I had a fair idea of where we were meant to be, so
we eventually found our seats. The show we went to see was ‘Dirty Dancing’. It
began at 7:30 and ended shortly after 9:30. It was absolutely amazing. All of the
actors were unbelievably good, as were the singers. ‘Dirty Dancing’ is one of my
favourite so seeing it live was brilliant. The songs are all very enjoyable but our
particular favourite was ‘I’ve Had the Time of My Life’ as it is a song that we sang
in our own school show.

The next morning an intercom woke us up at 8:30am for breakfast. No one
wanted to get out of bed but we did. We went over to the canteen and had our
breakfast. We then walked to the sports hall after we made our lunch and got
ready to go on the next walk. We walked for 5 hours on this walk. I enjoyed
this walk as it was really nice weather which made the walk a lot easier. On this
walk instead of going up lots of hills we slid down them and we had to help each
other a lot.

We arrived back at the hotel after 10 O’ Clock. We got on our Pajamas and then
some of us went up to the other girls’ rooms. We stayed with them for a few
hours before coming back to our own room and going to bed.
The next morning we woke up at 8 O’ Clock. We were absolutely wrecked as
we had stayed up quite late the night before. Everyone made their way down
to breakfast for a few minutes and then returned to their rooms. We left the
hotel at about 9:30 and got on the bus to ‘Butler’s Chocolate Factory’. When we
arrived at the factory we were greeted by some members of staff who gave us
lab coats and hair nets to put on. Then we started the tour. It began with walking
around the production area of the factory. We learned about the different types
of chocolate that the factory make and about how different shapes of chocolate
are made. After this we entered a room which contained the history of ‘Butler’s
Chocolate’ before going to decorate our own chocolate elephants. We were
given our own chocolate elephants and different things to decorate them. We
had great fun decorating our elephants and laughing at each other’s. Once they
were finished we placed them in packaging to bring them home. We gave back
our lab coats, watched a short movie about ‘Butler’s’ before getting back on the
bus to go home.

Overall between the two days we completed the 25km hill walk which helped
us all finish the first part of the Gaisce journey. I really enjoyed the walk even
though it was really challenging, it brought us as a class together as we all had to
stick together to get through the walk.
The views we saw at the top of the hills were amazing!!
~ Fiona Kenihan

The trip to Dublin was great fun. We got to do loads in such a short space of time
and thoroughly enjoyed everything we did. We are very grateful to Ms Mitchell
and Ms O’ Brien for bringing us.
~ Mary-Kate Flanagan

LAUNCH
Mental Health Awareness
On the 18th of January the whole of TY went to a Mental Health Awareness
Day in UL. When we got there we all had to que up to get in and had to get
our tickets scanned in which we received from our teacher before getting off
the bus. There was also people there that had orange face paint for whoever
wanted their face painted. The orange colour represented “Mental Health”
at the event. When we got inside we had to chance to go around to different
stalls such as Childline, Teenline, and Lisa’s Light.
Lisa’s Light is an idea which was created by Katie Whelan, a past pupil from
our school. The idea was to put nice bright lights around Thomond Bridge,
and others, to give people nice thoughts instead of bad ones. Katie had a stall
there to show what she had done and gave out small bags which had certain
objects with different meanings.

Kilfinane Trip 2016
Gaisce Adventure Journey

Ardscoil Mhuire
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After we had the chance to look around we got seated and waited for it to begin. There was a DJ from Spin South West playing music throughout the whole
day. There was about three thousand people there. The presenter introduced
different speakers and acts throughout the day and kept us entertained. The
guest speakers came on to talk about what they have went through with mental health and how to help overcome difficulties. There were different types of
acts; they had a band called as “The Strypes”, songwriters, and also a women
called Mary Anne who wrote her own poems which were about your Mental Health. Some schools made personalised videos that showed how people
with different issues may feel in places such as school. These videos were
shown on the big screen so everyone could see.
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Every Friday throughout the year a number of us have been
running the school bank. We have learned an awful lot through
the interview process and by working in the bank in general.
Another major part of Transition Year is attending and organising
different events. A number of girls have attended: The Cycle Against
Suicide, The Student Enterprise Awards, The CEIST Leadership Conference,
Young Social Innovators, and Junk Kouture. We have helped to organise a wide
array of events including, International Women’s Day, The Christmas Dinner, and
the Ceolchoirm.
As there is something new to be learned from each course in Transition Year, we
have completed a large number. A few of these being: Law Day, The First Aid
Course, Driver’s Education, The Makeup Course, and The Photography Course.

The atmosphere was great throughout the day.
~ Rhea Moloney

Work Experience was something that was completely new to us. It gave the
opportunity to find out about the world of work and to help us decide on which
career path we would like to take in the future. This was one of the most unique
experiences for many in the group as we had never had a proper job before.
Transition Year gives the chance to take up some new extracurricular activities.
Many girls took up a sport, Basketball being the most popular. Some took up
a new instrument or began music lessons. Debating is something that is also
offered to Transition Years. Taking part in the Concern Debating competition
was definitely a highlight of the year for me.

Teambuilding

Throughout Transition Year, we have grown closer as a group, made new friends
and have had many new experiences. We are extremely grateful to every teacher
who organised events for us throughout the year, but there is one person that
deserves particular thanks. Without all of the hard work that Ms Mitchell put in
to making this year fun and worthwhile, we would not have had such an amazing
TY. I would recommend Transition Year to absolutely everyone. It has been jam
packed nine months that I really wish was not coming to end. I think I speak for
the whole TY group when I say that Transition Year has undoubtedly been the
most enjoyable year in school.

On September 7th TY1 and TY2 both took part in the Eagle’s Flight Teambuilding
Programme. The first thing that my class, TY1 one did was work together as a
team to build a bridge with only vague instruction to guide us. We were then
split into smaller groups of five or six people. Each group had was told to pick a
leader who was given a yellow hat. Each group was given a part of the bridge to
focus on. My group was given on of the ramps to work on. We had 15 minutes
to plan our building in which we begun to assign parts of the ramp to even smaller groups. We then began connecting those parts to finish the ramp. Once that
was done, we began to help other groups to finish their individual parts before
we had a collective effort to assemble the bridge. Although it took us 82 minutes
when the allocated time was 75 minutes, we were all very proud of the fact we
were able to pull together as a team and make a bridge.

- Mary-Kate Flanagan (Transition Year 2)

FIRST AID COURSE

On the 4th and 5th of October 2016 all TYs participated in a First Aid course
and it was really good! We learned about what we could do if there was an
accident and how we could stop people from choking. We also learned the
signs and symptoms of strokes, fits, and seizures. We also got to practice bandaging each other!

Later in the afternoon, we took part in a game called “The Lost Dutchman’s
Gold.” This game helped to highlight to us the importance of using all resources
available to us and the benefit of extensive planning. It did this by showing that
those who began by planning and seeking all the information did the best in the
game.

On the second day we learned CPR. This was the main thing that I found really
interesting out of the whole course. We had these mannequins on the ground
and we had to check if our scene was safe, that we’d called for help before we
gave the person CPR. The mannequins even had these green and red lights
on them; red meant death and green meant that they were alive. Thankfully
I got a green light!

After each of these exercises we were debriefed on how what we had done
would benefit us in the future. We learned how each of the exercises would
strengthen us as a team and make our communication even better.

At the end of this course we got certificates, which officially classed us as first aiders! This course taught me a lot and hopefully in the future it will come in handy!

All in all, I feel that we learned a lot and that this was a valuable experience that
will benefit us greatly in the future as teamwork is a very important skill in life.
I think that it helped us during the year too as we had many group projects to
work on and other opportunities where teamwork was crucial.

~ Danielle Bussoli

~ Amy Cullen

Wheelchair Basketball

Why I’m glad I did TY

On the 14th of March myself and some of my TY class
mates went up to St Munchin’s to play wheelchair
basketball. There were 18 girls from our school and
all of the TY boys from SMC.

Transition Year for me has been amazing. The amount of new experiences and
opportunities we have been given would not be possible in any other school
year. Although every single event, trip, and course are very worthwhile, there
are a few that stand out in my mind as being the best.

When we all went in to the hall the girls were put into two groups of nine and the
boys were split into three groups. The first thing we did was listen as we were
told a little bit about the sport, followed by a warm up, and then he showed us
how to use the wheelchairs and how to stop, turn etc.

The musical, for example, is an experience like no other. We spent every day from
September to December waiting for Thursday mornings and Friday afternoons
to come around so that we could go to rehearsals. But, the enjoyment of
rehearsals was nothing compared to being on stage and seeing the whole show
come together. It’s not every day that you get the chance to sing, act, and dance
in front of an audience of three hundred!

Then we had a game of stuck in the mud and we also had to get into a group and
go into a line and the person in the front had to bring us up the hall and back and
we all had to keep hold on to the chair in front of us till we got back down, the
first back down won! It was very funny because some people fell over out of the
chair and we all had to work as team.
After the warm up we were put into groups. In each group you either had one
girl and three or four boys on a team or two girls and three boys. In the first half
of the day we played two games and after lunch we came back and played one
more. It was a good experience and a fun day.

As far as trips go, we have had some great days out. In September, we
attended the Ploughing Championships, went to Kilfinane overnight for our
‘Gaisce Adventure Journey’, and in February we went to Dublin where we went
shopping, saw the show ’Dirty Dancing’, and visited Butler’s Chocolate Factory.

Ardscoil Mhuire
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After the interviews were completed we found out who had earned a place on
the School Bank team. I was delighted to hear I would be a part of the marketing
team.
We ran the bank every Friday morning (escaping maths!). We received a box with
supplies to decorate our bank station with such as a table cloth and balloons.
Students would come with their money and we would help them complete a
lodgement slip and certify it. We would then ensure the slips balanced with the
cash. Sometimes we’d have to be Sherlock Holmes and chase down customers
whose slip created a mystery as to how much they had actually lodged. Those
were fun cases!
We often ran promotional events during the year to encourage new customers.
We would give prizes like power banks to the class who gained the most
members always accompanied by bags of Haribo jellies!

Healthy Eating Talk

~ Jemma Duhig

On the 19th of October our TY class took part in a healthy eating class. We went
to the Religion Room to listen to a woman speak about healthy foods and sugary
foods. She also had a food display with all different types of foods.

Law Day

We listened to her as she spoke about what’s good for you and what you should
eat more of. We talked about skin and how you break out from eating bad foods,
she told us we should only have a takeaway once a week as a treat.

Our Law Day was held in the Prayer Room. We began by sitting down and the woman explained to us the different types
of courts that we have in Ireland, like the High Court, the Supreme Court, and the District Court. She told us about the
difference between all the courts and what each of them do.

She gave us two sheets with healthy eating foods on it and what they do for
you and your skin, it also had bad foods on it like chocolate, crisps, food you
would get from a takeaway, and had a food pyramid. At the end of the class she
allowed time for those who wanted to ask any questions. This class was really
helpful as you got to see how much sugar was in the things you would eat every
day and what helps you improve your diet.

We also talked about the different people in the court and where they sit. In the
court there is the judge, the defence and the prosecuting lawyers, the witnesses,
and the jury. We also discussed the job of each of those people. The defence
lawyer defends the person charged with criminal activity. The prosecuting lawyer’s job is to try and prove that the person being charged with criminal activity
is guilty. The witnesses give there statement on what happened when the crime
took place and they answer questions from the defence lawyer and the prosecuting lawyer. The jury decides whether or not the person being charged with
criminal activity is guilty or not guilty. The judge controls how the hearings and
trials unfold.

~ Leah Benn
As part of our TY art project we participated in Junk
Kouture 2017. Junk Kouture is a contest run by the
Bank of Ireland. The contest encourages students in
secondary school to design a wearable outfit out of
waste materials only that would usually be thrown into
the bin.

We went out for break and when we came back we watched a movie called “A
Time to Kill”. It was really good and we got to see how a real court works and
what real hearings are like. Then we were all given our parts for a fake trial. I
was in the jury. People were given scripts for their parts, but the jury had no
scripts. We left for big break, during big break everyone read through their script
and practiced what they were going to say.

This year there were seven groups in our year that
participated in Junk Kouture. Our group designed an
outfit made from recycled shower materials such as
a shower curtain, shampoo and conditioner lids and
bottles, loofahs, towels and we also used melted milk
bottle tops .
For our design we created a skirt made from a shower
curtain cut up into strips and a loofah made into a belt.
We also added some melted bottle caps for a design
around the skirt. For the top we created it from and
old shower towel and spray painted it black. Then,
with a hot glue gun, we stuck on some melted milk
bottle tops in flower shaped and filled the rest of the
top with lids and coloured beads.

We came back and set up chairs in the way a real court would be set up. Then
we all took out seats. There was four of us in the jury. It was really fun to do the
fake trial. The trial was about a boy named Sam Adams who was stabbed when
he went to answer the door. Bob ‘Jaws’ Murphy was the suspect. I was in the
jury, so we got to sit and listen to all the witnesses. The witnesses included: The
pizza guy who delivered a pizza to Bob ‘Jaws’ Murphy’s house on the night of the
crime. Sam Adams’s sister, Penny, who was studying on the night and heard Bob
and Sam arguing outside before Sam was stabbed. Sam’s mother and his father
who was gardening in the back when he heard his wife scream and came to the
door. Philomena Keen, Bob ‘Jaws’ Murphy’s girlfriend who was with him on the
night of the crime. We also listened to Bob ‘Jaws’ Murphy’s ex, Penny’s friend,
who was walking towards the house to bring Penny notes for school. They were
all questioned by the defence lawyers and the prosecuting lawyers. We learned
loads of information like how Bob Murphy got the nickname ‘Jaws’. In the end
we in the jury found Bob ‘Jaws’ Murphy guilty of murdering Sam Adams because
all the evidence pointed to him.

For our makeup we decided to pick bright colours to bring more colour to our
design and did a makeup look that inspired from an online picture that we
found. For the hair we decided to do braided space buns so the hair would be
up and the design of the dress would be seen. We also added silver glitter to
the hair and diamonds to the makeup.
On the day of the photoshoot we stayed back after school to do hair, makeup,
and final details on our dress. Our teacher then took photos on a white background. We had to summit at least ten photos to the website to register. We
took a photo of hair makeup the top front and back and the skirt.
I found that Junk Kouture was a very enjoyable experience but also tough as
we had a short time to complete it. I would recommend future TYs do Junk
Kouture as even though it was hard work it was also a really good experience
as we got to learn more about our creative sides and got to put work into
something that we would be proud of in the end.

It was very fun! I learned so much about courts and how they work that I never
knew and also had a good laugh with the other girls when we had to do our
mock trial!

~ Eimear Kirkland

~ Alison Flahive

School Bank
The School Bank is a programme operated by Bank of Ireland which gives
students the opportunity to gain experience working with customers and
dealing with money. To be a member on the school bank team we had to do
an interview.

Pay It Forward.
On Saturday 11th March the TY students from the Pay it Forward classes from both St Munchin’s and Ardscoil Mhuire handed out sweets, lollipops, and balloons to all the people on the street as part of the Festival
of Kindness. During the Family Fun Day we had a tent which was set up
on Bedford Row where we had more sweets, cardboard cutout photo
boots, and face painting.

Firstly we created a CV in computer class. This was a great skill to learn and
would prove invaluable throughout the year when seeking work experience.
Next, each student was allotted a time for an interview with two employees
from Bank of Ireland. I was very nervous as I had never done an interview
before, but I enjoyed the experience of being questioned about my life and I was
satisfied with how it went.

Ardscoil Mhuire
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The day was split in two with soup and sandwiches available in the Savoy Hotel to eat at any time
for the volunteers. I was on the early slot where I
handed out sweets to kids and gave people stickers to help spread the word of kindness. Then I
did some face painting on the kids. I really enjoyed participating in the Pay it Forward initiative
and loved seeing the kids’ faces when we gave
them sweets and did there facepaint.
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it was our first time ever at this event. We eventually found it and
we went to the tent and asked the company questions about what
they did. When we were done asking the questions they kindly
gave us some samples of their creams that they produce.
When we were all finished my group, friends and I set off to visit different stalls
and have fun. We visited Aldi, the Farm Stall, Spin South West and got a picture,
we walked around and listened to music and got food, which was delicious.
The car parks had different coloured balloons over them so that we could find
our bus. Our balloon was black, but we got lost and couldn’t find the car park as
we forgot what colour it was, though eventually remembered the colour. When
we were done we set off on the bus to go home

~ Kaitlyn Hannan

We all had an eventful day at the Ploughing Championships 2016. We talked
about our day on the journey home. We were all wrecked tired but enjoyed
our day.
~ Sophie Phayer

Retreat

YSI stands for Young Social Innovators. In September our Religion teacher told us
about the competition. It is good because it helps to raise awareness for problems that often get forgotten about. The first part of the competition is the
speak-out.

In January we were just back from our Christmas holidays and we were
welcomed back with a nice surprise. We were sitting in Maths on the Monday
morning when Ms Mitchell walked into the room and told us she had an
announcement to make. She told us to pack up our books and go to the Prayer
Room as today was our retreat. We all had smiles on our faces as we walked
down the corridors passing all the other years in class!

We were all trying to think of what topic to raise awareness about in our Religion
class. Most of the class wanted to do their project on organ donating. There was
a few of us in the class that wanted to do our project on mental health, because
as a group we felt strongly about the issue and the stigma surrounding mental
health.

When we got into the Prayer Room and sat down Declan and his wife
introduced themselves. They told us a bit about their background and their
family and how they got into doing retreats. They also told us the plan for the
day and what they hoped we’d get from it. They wanted it to be a day in which
we could relax, have fun with our friends, take time off school, and just leave
all our problems outside the door when we come in.

Our group was called “Step in Our Shoes”. There were six people in our group
and we had a lot of ideas, but needed a plan if we were going to make it work.
Chloe started writing our speech for the speak-out; Lauren, Joelle, and Emma
started making posters; and Ellen and I starting making the shoe. With the shoe
we were going to be going around to exam classes. They were each given a
piece of paper to write how they are feeling down on the paper and put it into
the shoe. We then compared the exam classes and the other classes to see how
much more stressed they are then non-exam classes.

To start off the day we played some team building games. We played a game
were we split the group in two and we were against each other. We would
have to make the shape of the letter or number that they called out. The
first team to do it would then get a point. Also before small break we played
a game where we had to get in order of height, age, hair colour, and date of
births.

We also had an idea to make badges and sell them in the school and over in
SuperValu so that we could get our whole community involved. With the money
raised from selling the badges we were hoping to make a decent donation to a
charity that works with mental health. They were probably our two best ideas.
We made the shoe and decided to use it in our speak-out.

After small break we went to the Old Art Room and we all sat in a big circle.
We were given a piece of paper and told to get out a pen. Then we wrote our
name on the top of the page and passed the page to the person to the left of
us. We all had to writes nice messages on each other’s pages to show people
they are liked and have lots of good qualities in themselves that they may
not see in themselves. This was a really good activity and everyone felt good
afterwards.

Chloe and I spent a day writing and typing up our write up so we could do the
speak-out and hopefully get further in the competition. It was really hard and
stressful, but we got it done and were then entered into the speak-out at the
end of March.

Then after we had a nice lunch we got time to read all of our lovely paragraphs.
We then found a comfortable position to lie on the ground and we were about
to start meditation. This was really relaxing and we all just got time to relax
and think or even go asleep if you wanted! Once the meditation was over
Declan shared a personal story with us and gave us the opportunity to share
anything if we wanted to also.

On the day of the speak-out we got the theatre at half nine. We all sat down and
listened to the instructions for the show. It was explained that the order of the
groups was going to be picked out of a hat. We were really not expecting to be
called first. Two of the girls in the group didn’t come to the speak-out so we only
had four people and needed another person so thankfully Aisling came on stage
with us. It was really quick and everything went to plan. We all got to read a
piece of the speech and it worked really well. After we were finished we got our
picture taken and then got to enjoy the rest of the groups.

At 3:30 we all headed home in a good mood and feeling good. We had a very
enjoyable day just to relax and chat with our friends and forget about all your
worries.

~ Ellen McGrath

~ Aimee Hickey

Lifeguard COURSE
At the beginning of the year all of TYs were asked if we were interested in doing
a lifeguard course ran by the RLSS (Royal Life Saving Society UK) which is recognised all over Europe! A lot of people were interested until there were some
conditions included, like having to be 16 before May, which ruled a lot of people
out, and you also had to be a strong swimmer, which also ruled some more out.
In the end there were eleven girls, including myself, who were both interested
and had the ability to participate!
We then started our training in September and that won’t be finished until May
when we will have three exams; a practical, an oral and a written one! We have
already received books which we have to study thoroughly to pass. We go to
lifeguard training every Tuesday and Friday from 11 to 1 o’clock during school
times. Sometimes we do two hours of swimming or two hours of classroom or
sometimes even both! A girl called Emma is our trainer and she’s so nice and has
taught me so much already!

PLOUGHING CHAMPIONSHIPS
On the 22nd of September, my TY classmates and I travelled to the Ploughing
Championships. We were assigned a company each to go and look at when
we got there. My group and I were assigned The Aloe Vera Health and Beauty
Weight Loss. On the day we came to school for 9 AM and waited for the bus to
come with our teachers, Ms Shinners and Ms Bolger. When the bus came we
finally set off to enjoy our day.

So far I think it’s great and I’m doing really well in it and I hope to pass the exams
in May and earn a qualification which I can use to work as a lifeguard anywhere
in Europe, which is a great opportunity that I would love! It has been such a
great experience participating in this course!

After an hour and a half journey on the bus we finally arrived at the Ploughing
Championships 2016. Before we went in we all of the TY class took a group
photo. We then set off to get our tickets and to look for the tent where our
assigned company was. It took us about 20 minutes to look for our company as

Ardscoil Mhuire
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History Buffs
For the fourth year in a row, ASM was delighted to host the annual
Junior Cert History Table Quiz organised by the North Munster Branch
of the HTAI. Almost forty teams from all over Munster made their way
to our school in March to participate in what turned out to be a highly
competitive, yet fun, night of historical quizzing!
Among them were three teams from ASM, who performed strongly
and represented their school with class, doing Mr O' Donovan and Ms
Mitchell proud in the process! Well done! Their participation will surely
go a long way in their preparation for the Junior Cert!

Sixth Year Geography Field Trip
When Ms Hynan had told her Leaving Certificate Geography group
that they were heading to the beach, they probably weren’t expecting
to be heading off in mid-November in their raincoats and wellies!
That’s not to say that it wasn’t hugely important, as this particular
trip is worth 20% of our Leaving Certificate Geography students’ final
grade.

Extra congratulations are surely due to the ASM team of Erin Barrett,
Therese Houghton, Alex Kiely, and Jade McMahon who secured Second
Place overall after a nail-biting tie-breaker round. The girls found
themselves in a five-way tie which they broke only after answering an
astonishing five tie-breaker questions correctly in row! All in attendance
were both impressed and on the edge of their seats!

The girls visited areas including Lahinch, Creg Beach and Doolin.
Students put geographical skills, which they had learned in the
classroom, into practice. These included measuring cliff height, wave
frequency, pebble size, and studying features of coastal protection.

Special thanks to Ms Herbert and Mr Huff for organising, our TY volunteers
who kept things running so smoothly on the night, and to our friends in
the North Munster HTAI for all of their support and kindness!

The students received hands-on experience in the subject and got
the opportunity to be active geographers in the field. The various
activities undertaken by the students have had a huge impact on their
understanding and enjoyment of the subject. The girls were a credit
to us as they worked incredibly hard and didn’t for a moment allow
the weather to dampen their enthusiasm. Well done and we certainly
hope that the hard work pays off in your results!

An Ghaelbhratach
Bhuaigh Ardscoil Mhuire Gaelbhratach Gael Linn don chéad uair an
bhliain seo caite. I mbliana beidh an scoil ag iarraidh an Gaelbhratach
a bhaint amach don dara uair. Tá an scéim Gaelbhratach faoi stiúr
Roinn na Gaeilge in Ardscoil Mhuire agus tá coiste ag an scoil le
daltaí ón gcéad bhliain ón dara bliain agus ón gceathrú bliain. Is í
an aidhm atá ag an nGaelbhratach ná úsáid na Gaeilge a spreagadh
ní hamháin sa seomra ranga, ach mar theanga bheo sa scoil chomh
maith. D’fhreastail daltaí ó Ardscoil Mhuire páirt i lá eagrúcháin don
Ghaelbhratach i Luimneach sa chéad téarma. Bhí sé ar siúl san ostán
Kilmurry agus bhain na daltaí an-taitneamh as an lá agus tháinig siad
abhaile le go leor smaointí nua i dtaobh na Gaeilge de.
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Ceolchoirm 2017
Tharla Ceolchoirm Ardscoil Mhuire ar an gcúigiú lá déag de mhí an Mhárta i halla na scoile. Ghlac dhá ghrúpa déag páirt
in imeachtaí an lae agus ina measc bhí damhsóirí, amhránaithe agus ceoltóirí. D’fhéach an halla go hálainn buíochas le
Marion Bane agus an ceathrú bliain. Tháinig Mary Kate Flanagan sa chéád áit agus chan sí an t-amhrán ‘Skinny Love’ ó
Birdy. Sa dara áit bhí Molli-Ann O’Halloran a chan ‘You Raise Me Up’ ó Josh Groban. Ansin sa triú áit bhí Sabah Karim a
rinne damhsa traidisiúnta a bhí thar a bheith teicniúil agus thar a bheith taitneamhach. Ina iomláine b’eachtra iontach é
agus táimid ag tnúth go mór le ceolchoirm na bliana seo chugainn.
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From Junk to Kouture!
Our Junk Kouture Experience
Junk Kouture is a national competition that aims to spark students’
imaginations, encouraging them to create unique, original and innovative
outfits from recycled materials and junk. This year, seven unique
creations from our school were entered into the competition: The “Paper
Monster”, “Fire Dragon”, “Kryptonite”, “Hot Contents”, “We’re All Mad
Here”, “Star Gazer”, and “Beach Babe.
Our dress, “We’re All Mad Here”, made from recycled fabric, polystyrene
plates, and old pearl necklaces, and which was inspired by Alice in
Wonderland, got through to the Regional Finals of the competition. It
was one of only five outfits in the whole country to win a Silver Ticket
awarded by Bank of Ireland.
The Southern Regional Final was held in the University Concert Hall on
Friday the 10th of March. It was a very busy and exciting day for all the
groups who were lucky to be there. We started the day by registering
our team. We were brought to the dressing room where we spent the
day chatting, rehearsing, meeting other students from other schools,
eating pizza, and doing Aisling’s hair and makeup. The whole day itself
was a great experience because we got to see the different levels of
creativity in the room and what people could achieve when they use their
imagination.
At 7pm the auditorium was filled with an atmosphere of excitement and
anticipation as many of our friends and fellow students from ASM came
to support us. We were nervous and excited to see Aisling hit the stage
and represent our team and school dressed in our creation.
Unfortunately our group did not get through to the Grand Final but the
experience of the day made all the effort and time worthwhile. We
would really recommend the competition. It is a great experience and we
would really love to do it all over again. At least we have a souvenir as
our teacher Ms Bolger got us lovely charm bracelets with the name of our
group on it and charms of a key, a crown, a white rabbit, a teapot, and a
different coloured gem for each of us.
- Aisling Fitzgerald, Chloe K. Ryan, and Rosslyn Tully (Transition Year 1)
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World Book Day /
ASM Literacy Day

The “Shelfie” Quiz was originally only open
to Fifth and Sixth Years, but proved to be so
addictively popular that soon most years,
and all of the staff, were having a go too!
The aim was simple; examine a selection
of bookshelves supplied by some of our
teachers and guess who owned which shelf.
Competition got heated, though eventually
our winners emerged as Rachael Sleath and
Aisling Cullen (Fifth Year), Nicole O’Shea and
Sophie Hehir (Sixth Year), and brainbox Ms
Mitchell with a perfect score!

On Thursday the 3rd of March the staff and
students of Ardscoil Mhuire celebrated
World Book Day (which we also took as our
own Literacy Day) with a flurry of creativity,
fun, and reading. Events and activities were
organised to involve every single member of
our school community and encourage a love,
or even an appreciation, of reading and the
benefits it can offer.

ASM’s Reading Challenge was a school-wide
initiative that promised students a chance
to win a literary prize if they completed a
number of reading-based tasks. Tasks were
designed to demonstrate that reading can be
fun and beneficial, but does not need to take
up a huge amount of time or be intimidating.
Students and staff again got on board quickly,
with lots of students qualifying for the prize
draw after just ten days! The lucky students
who emerged from the draw with literary
prizes were Ciara Grimes (overall winner) and
Amie Carmody from First Year and Jessica
Hannan from Second Year! Well done to all
who participated!

Our enthusiastic and creative First Years are
responsible for many a strained neck this
year after they designed a range of beautiful
alternative book covers to hang from the
ceilings where everyone can enjoy them.
The books that they chose represent their
favourite reads and sparked many a literary
conversation!
Second Year students were responsible for
a splash of colour and inspiration on their
very own “Quote Corridor” as they created
beautiful posters to display their favourite
quotes from literature and music.
Third and Transition Years went digital and
created a series of “Tweet” reviews of their
favourite books using #WorldBookDay
and #ASMLiteracyDay. These were then
displayed on the screen at the office to spark
some interest among our fellow students
before being transformed into a video for all
to see! (Scan the QR Code to watch it!)

2. Orienteering
Senior students were certainly not excluded from having fun with
numbers this year! Fifth and Sixth Year students were delighted
to take part in an orienteering challenge which was run by the
Geography and Maths Departments. The students were given a
series of numeracy clues and a map, and had to make their way to
the finishing point by following these clues. Trekking around the hall
may seem simple, but our senior girls were really pushed to use their
numeracy skills at a high level. This was a great mental workout for
the girls that just happened to be great fun too!
3. Numeracy Quiz
During Maths week all of our First Years got to take part in a numeracy
quiz which was made up of general knowledge numeracy questions.
During each round spot prizes were given for answers given orally.
The winners of the quiz got to claim the much sought after prize of
selection boxes. Well done to all who took part.

By the Numbers 2016/17!
Numeracy in ASM
Numeracy plays an important role in Ardscoil Mhuire. To highlight
the importance of numeracy we have run a number of fun events
throughout the year for students to take part in. Our entire staff is
also dedicated to ensuring that an awareness and appreciation of
numeracy is one of the key components of their students’ experience
in all subjects.

Paired Numeracy
This initiative is new to the school this year and is run with a First Year
class and TYs. The TYs pair up with the First Years and mentor them
for five weeks. Each week a different topic is chosen to improve the
girls’ social numeracy skills. There are five different stations set up
with various game and activities for the girls to take part in. Who said
maths wasn’t fun?

Numeracy Week.

This was a week full of activities for all students to take part in. Let’s
count the reasons we loved the 2016 Numeracy Week!
1. Sports Through Numbers
This was a fun-filled afternoon for junior students that encouraged
them to see that numbers and problem solving could be fun,
especially with their friends involved! It consisted of a number of
different stations such as bowling, basketball, skipping, puzzles, Nerf
Gun targets, and darts. Each station had a numeracy element where
each team had to calculate their scores for themselves. This is fast
becoming a much enjoyed annual event and was a massive success;
the girls had a blast seeing how they could apply numeracy to the art
of having fun and even asked when they could take part again!

Ardscoil Mhuire
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Thrills and Spills in K illaloe!

In the morning the rain just kept coming but
we were in the water so we were already
wet. I think God answered out prayers
as the sun came out and was splitting the
stones. I didn’t really know many people
before the trip but I’m happy we went as
it brought us all together in friendship.
					
~ Joanne Cross

Our trip to Killaloe was a highlight this year.
When we were wading in the water out to the
boat, a small fish swam up and around the ankle
of my wetsuit! Archery was fantastic. We also
went sailing and it was hilarious because we
did the Jack and Rose “I’m flying!” scene from
“Titanic”. Jumping off the boat was thrilling and
we had a competition for the best jump. It was
so funny. We went zip-lining and that was great
too because you could see the view.
~ Maria Kijok & Vivienne O’Brien

The trip to the Killaloe Adventure Centre was
excellent. We went on the canoes first. It was
fun because I had never done that before, so
it was an exciting experience. We also went
on kayaks and it was hilarious because my
friend belly-flopped into the water! After our
fun on the water, we did land-based activities
and I had to climb a high obstacle wall, where
I conquered my fear of heights! The last
thing we did was to jump off the pier into
the water which was so fun and it was my
favourite thing of the day. It was a great day
of excitement and an opportunity to make
new friends. 				
					
~ Ciara Grimes
The trip to Killaloe was brilliant. We got the day off school and
we went swimming, canoeing and climbing on the obstacle wall.
I made loads of new friends. The best part of the whole day was
when we went on the zip-line over the river. We all thought we
were going to drop into the river, but of course we didn’t! It was
the best day ever! 			
~ Iofa Campbell

I was in a group of people I already
knew and we all got on really well. We went swimming, climbing,
exploring, and we did a bungee jump as well! Dean, our instructor,
helped us if we got caught in the rocks. It was really fun! We got to
go early and come back late AND we had no homework!		
						
~ Courtney Lyons
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I Deirdre
Back Row: Amie Carmody,
Brooke Madden, Emily Clancy,
Cheyenne Ryan Martin, Kim Ryan,
Sarah Collopy, Molli-Ann O’Halloran,
Tracey O’Reilly, Debra Hayes, Saoirse
Darcy, Zara Guerin, & Sophie McCoy.
Middle Row: Tara McDonagh,
Hannah Barry, Courtney Murphy,
Tara Galvin, Katie Dumas,
Hailey Fitzgerald, Holly O’Doherty,
Chantelle Moloney, Holly Carey,
& Laura Kelly.
Front Row: Neala Carrol, Maggie Bourke,
Rachel Cross, Kes Cheevers, Vivienne
O’Brien, Ali Moynihan, Sawaira Karim,
& Lauren Griffin.

I Eilís
Back Row: Kerrie-Ann Higgins,
Kayleigh Corbett Keane, Katelyn Long,
Bríd Gavin, Nicole Ryan, Noelle Shanahan,
& Abbie Hennessy.
Middle Row: Laurna Tucker,
Holly Collopy, Leah O’Connell,
Laura McNamara, Alison Joyce,
Sabah Karim, & Amna Bibi.
Front Row: Faiza Mohammedi,
Jodie Cahill, Chloe Stokes Smith,
Carley Keane, Amii Fahey,
& Deirdre Cross.

I Fidelma
Back Row: Sarah Edwards,
Daniella Sandeva, Chloe Wrenn,
Orla Kirwan, Abbie Tynne Grehan,
Wahida Delsoz, Emily Ryan, Ali O’Connell,
Emma Ryan, Ciara Clancy, Ciara Grimes,
& Kayleigh Downey.
Middle Row: Cadhla Laws Daly,
Joanne Cross, Amanda Kennedy,
Sara Carroll, Maria Kijok, Atlanta Raven,
Caitlin Considine, Tara Pearse,
& Jade McNamara.
Front Row: Rhiannon Coughlan,
Eva Prenderville Roche,
Kate Nihill Kirwan, Megan Micks,
Kaithlin McNamara Noonan,
Kristina Moloney, Ellen Garcia Breen,
& Jodie Quinn.
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“My favourite thing about First Year was when the
whole school got together for a Christmas dinner.
Everyone had their own ice-cream and we all got to sit
with our friends.”
~ Chantelle Moloney
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“This is the first all-girls school I’ve
been in and I’ve made lots of new
friends. I also made the basketball
team!”~ Sarah Edwards

“My favourite thing about our school is PE and Art. I like that I made new friends and
when we change around to different classrooms. I loved learning new subjects like
French. The Christmas Dinner was a good day too.” ~ Sarah Collopy
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ASM, THE
SCHOOL
OF BOTS…

Huff planning, writing, editing, and typing before working closely with
their Art teacher, Mr Conner, on the design and construction of their
book and display.
Their creativity and hard work were richly rewarded when they publicly
debuted “School of Bots…” during the Make a Book Exhibition in the
Strand Hotel. Amongst a sea of young and creative authors their work
stood out (shining silver and gold will do that) and the girls dealt with
the attention from impressed officials and admiring students with
courtesy and class, answering questions clearly and respectfully.

Make a Book
Exhibition 2017

The ultimate reward came in the form of an impromptu pizza party in
Room 8 (that was regular pizza, not the future type)!

Mr Huff’s Second Year English class are the
latest in a line of successful Irish sci-fi authors
following the impressive debut of their book
of short stories “School of Bots: ASM in 2117”. Set in a dystopian
future (Google it!), their stories document what they think schoollife will be like 100 years from now. The girls spent weeks with Mr

ME CH AW O O D
The one place where you can just let your hard drive cool down
while at the same time stress about if a wire is out of place in front
of a cute chick-bot. While this town may seem ordinary, it isn’t.
This town is what I call home. Mechawood is 54½% populated by
robots. (Please don’t make me explain the other half percent!),
while the other 46 ½% is populated by humans (the amazing specimen who created robots!).
My father, Dr Fredrick Power, is one of the top ten robot geniuses.
At a young age he was always toying around with broken machine
parts to try and make good of them. I’m his son, Max. He assembled me as a prototype and I functioned so well, he sort of adopted to me as if I was his own. I want to grow to be like my father.
Just to make him proud
This Thursday, there will be a young scientist convention where
all famous inventors come to look at projects that students have
made!
Thursday finally came I was so excited I nearly oiled myself. I built
my very own invention that tracks students’ bathroom uses, in
case students don’t want to stay in a boring history and just want
to get out of class for 5-10 minutes. In addition to this, it will be
like a nurse to your needs. It’ll tell you if you have a cold or just
faking it. I know, I know, I know. It’s harsh towards humans but
education is really important if you want to do good in school. This
invention is going to be the greatest thing I have ever done!
It’s Wednesday evening and I’m working on the “Carebot 1300”.
Original, I know. While I was searching the room for busted gears
and used microchips, I found a USB stick saying “Need help?” Out
of curiosity, I plugged it into the first port I could find.
What I found out that not all inventors were born…they were
built…
~ Kayley Ingle (Second Year)

Here’s just two of the twenty
fascinating stories from “School of
Bots…” for you to enjoy…

THE MIND-WIPER ROOM
It was Friday morning and my stomach was doing back flips because I did not have my homework done for my English teacher. I
got to school walking past flying cars. I checked my see-through
locker with a TV in it and got my books before going to class. I
sat beside my friend Desiree and she didn’t have her homework
done either!
Mr Deno walked into the room and he was walking around with
his baseball bat. He sensed our lack of homework and came up
to me and Desiree. He swung the bat at us, but I ducked and
picked up a bottle of bleach and hit him right in his face. We
jumped over the table and ran out of the class room door as fast
as we could. We got to our lockers and the principal, Ms Trunchbell, was there with her microwave body. Desiree picked up the
nearest thing to her, it was a wooden chair, and she threw it right
at her metallic body. Trunchbell fell to the floor and we ran down
the hall.
We got to the toilets and several robots jumped out of nowhere
and their arms were made of stun guns. They tried to shoot us,
but we dodged them and ran out, grabbing a sweeping brush,
and smashed their heads. We were so afraid as there was this
punishment room called the Mind-Wiper Room where they
brought you if you didn’t have your homework done. They’d put
you in this room, tied to a big chair, and put a helmet on your
head with wires hanging out of it. It changes your mind into a
perfect student’s mind! We had reached the doors and we heard
louds steps behind us. I looked around and the robots shot me
in the head with their stun guns. I woke up on the Mind-Wiper
chair with wires hanging out of my head and Desiree beside me.
We screamed for help as the robots came through the doors and
pressed a big red button button…
…and I woke up and didn’t even know my name, or who was beside me, or where we were! They brought us back to the classroom and I didn’t know anyone in the class. I sat down and just
got mad quickly because the kid beside me whispered that they
had put me in the Mind-Wiper Room. I jumped up and threw my
book at him and jumped through the window to escape…
…To be continued???
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II Áine
Back Row: Sophie Ryan, Holly O’Grady,
Jessica Mtshwane, Summer Higgins,
Abbie McInerney, Emma Brosnahan,
Emma Lynch, & Beatrice Simkute.
Middle Row: Ellie Bennis Guinane,
Leah Franklin, Robyn O’Donoghue,
Laura Flanagan Fitzgerald,
Fahriye Dilmac, & Emma Lynch.
Front Row: Aoife McDarby,
Kayley Ingle, Eve Halvey, Rachel Plunkett,
Alana O’Sullivan, April Nolan,
& Emma Barrett.

II Breandán
Back Row: Jennifer Collins,
Erica Barrett, Sinéad Fitzgerald,
Saoirse McGrath, Taylor Ryan,
Rachel Merrigan, & Loreta Suste.
Middle Row: Queen Oladunjoye,
Annie O’Halloran, Demi McNamara,
Olivia Glazer, Krista Berzina,
Jade Madigan, Jodie Quinlivan,
& Ellie Dawson.
Front Row: Joanna Dimowska,
Regina Kiely, Desiree Conroy,
Ellen McInerney, Rebecca Coleman Walsh,
Aimee O’Byrne, & Rebecca Ronan.

II Colmcille
Back Row: Rebecca Considine,
Jessica Rennicks, Kara Griffin Galvin,
Katelyn Phayer, Kayleigh Moloney,
Collette McCarthy, & Aaliyah te Pou.
Middle Row: Megan Mullane,
Josephine Connors, Chantelle Keane,
Rebecca Orme, Leah Dillon,
Naomi McNamara, & Courtney Mason.
Front Row: Aimee Kirkland, Lilly Healy,
Abby Ryan, Leanne McInerney,
Sophie Waters, Sophie McGrath,
& Lucy Bourke.
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Fifth LCVP Students
Visit Musgrave’s

Promoting Safer
Internet Usage

On Friday 24th March 2017, the
Fifth Year 1 LCVP class took a visit to
Musgrave’s MarketPlace on Park Road
as part of the ‘Enterprise Education’
link module. The purpose of the visit out was to see a
business in action. We were given a tour of the store
by operations manager Helen Murphy. She informed
our class about the role the wholesaler plays in the chain
of distribution. General Manager Jim Bourke outlined
a typical day in managing the store. On route back to
school we called into SuperValu where the manager,
Joe Moynihan, outlined the role of the retailer and their
important links with Musgraves. We gathered valuable
information to assist us in writing up a summary report
as part of our LCVP portfolio.

We, in Ardscoil Mhuire, believe that students should
be safe online. Students should be well-equipped to
deal with serious digital issues, such as cyberbullying,
inappropriate content, and the dangers of social media.
Safer Internet Day was marked in February by staff
and students engaging in exercises to highlight both
the benefits and dangers of internet usage. We saw a
huge change in the Computer Room as our First Years
festooned the walls with posters encouraging their peers
to be safe and responsible “Digital Citizens” online!
Safe usage of the internet is not confined to one day per
year and as a follow up Ardscoil Mhuire engaged the
company Zeeko to deliver seminars to student groups in
March. Through education we wish to empower students
to make smart decisions to protect themselves online.
The content of the seminars covered cyberbullying,
inappropriate content, social media, digital stranger
danger, and data privacy. The programme was designed
with input from students, parents, teachers, and
psychologists and shaped by cutting edge research and
digital expertise.
The seminars were thought provoking, informative, and
resulted in some lively discussions and debates amongst
students. We acknowledge the ripple effect that this had
and hope that it filtered back to those at home.

Le Chocolat Chaud Café

Please scan the QR Codes to visit the following websites
to get any information and guidance to support our efforts
to make internet usage safe for our students. They contain
the information and tools to tackle digital issues facing
internet users today.

It seems slightly inappropriate to describe the laid back
and relaxing venue launched by the LCA1s as a "roaring
success", but that's what it was!

One Friday morning in March our First Year students
were treated to first class service, beautiful ambiance,
and delicious hot chocolate in Le Chocolat Chaud Café.
Our warmest thanks to the LCA1s and Ms Fogarty for
treating us so well and giving us a well needed dose of chill
at such a busy and thrilling time in our school community!
We certainly hope that their task interviewer appreciated
their creativity and how they went above and beyond!
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III Gráinne
Back Row: Emma Reale, Sophie Whelan,
Ashley O’Gorman, Julia Styka, Aoife Joyce,
Tara Hamilton, Leah O’Reilly,
& Erica Roche.
Middle Row: Aoife Clancy,
Rachel McNamara, Sarah McDarby,
Joyce Tobin, Kelsey Wall, Nadine Higgins,
Jayde Bussoli, Kerri O’Dwyer,
& Erin Barrett.
Front Row: Michaela Kennedy,
Rebekah O’Shaughnessy, Sadhbh Healy,
Alexandra Kiely, Courtney Duhig,
Kailey Noonan, & Aoibhin Daly.

III Hilary
Back Row: Lauren Hurton, Paige Moloney,
Victoria Keogh O’Connor, Sandra Zuzga,
Karlene Wall, Jade McMahon,
Sarah Callinan, Kalie Reynolds,
Kate O’Brien, & Juliet Omuada.
Middle Row: Shauna O’Riordan,
Rebecca Collins, Megan O’Loughlin
Kennedy, Pamela Tobin, Meagan Walsh,
Shannan Woodland, Kaitlyn Lowe Neill,
& Ciara Marnell.
Front Row: Nicola Roche Hayes,
Olivia O’Donoghue, Shannon Fitzgerald,
Monique Heelan, Nessa Daly, Emma Healy,
& Niamh Storan.

III Ide
Back Row: April Hannon, Katie Madigan,
Mary-Lou Keane, Kelsey Bourke,
Erin Mowat, Aoife Costelloe,
& Laura Mason Reeves.
Middle Row: Rebecca Cantillon Power,
Grace Donnelly, Eadaoin Storan,
Lauren Kett, Gloria Gubarkova,
& Therese Houghton.
Front Row: Kelly Hickey,
Courtney Duggan, Rebecca Kiely,
Claudia Williams, & Ruth Malone.
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School Walk
2016
The Annual School Walk, which took place on
Tuesday 5th October 2016, was a great success as
every member of our school community gathered
together and took an invigorating stroll through
Corbally! The lovely weather on the day was
a bonus and allowed us all to enjoy ourselves as
we chatted our way back towards the school hall,
where an array of treats awaited our return!
The 6th Year 1 Link Modules class, with the
assistance of their teacher Ms. Hughes, excelled
in their organising and enterprising skills. Their
ambition and drive was outstanding and they raised
€4050 for the School Development Fund. Well
done to all involved!

Sixth Years at
AN TRIAIL
We're sure that our Sixth Year students of Gaeilge are extremely grateful to Ms Johnson for enabling them to participate in a valuable
educational experience this year. The girls attended a brilliant performance of Máiréad Ní Ghráda's well known play An Triail as part of their
Leaving Certificate course at the Belltable. They had a wonderful time and are sure to have picked up a thing or two to use in their exams!

LCA2
First Aiders!
Congratulations to our LCA2 class on
completing an intensive First Aid Course with
Limerick’s Order of Malta group. The girls
had to develop a personal skill or proficiency
as part of their Practical Achievement Task
and after thorough research decided to learn
the invaluable skills of first aid. Every week
after school the group learned essential skills
like CPR and how to put someone in the
recovery position from qualified instructors.
At the end of the course they were
delighted to be awarded with certificates
acknowledging their achievement and the
knowledge that they had actively developed
a skill that they could be interviewed on.
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Class of 2017

Chelsea Walters

Chloe Lowe

Ami Oyesola

Ciara Noonan

Chelsey O’Dwyer

Chloe Whelan

Amy Quinlivan

Courtney Williams

Cherise Lowe

Ciara Aherne

Aoife Storan

Donna Healy

Chloe Barrett

Ciara Mullane

Chelsea Cahill

Ardscoil Mhuire
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Chloe Koyce
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Class of 2017

Erika Zipagan

Kellyann Curtin

Elle Collopy

Leona Moore

Gráinne Fitzgerald

Laura Mullane

Ellen McDarby

Lorna Corbett Carroll

Hannah Brown

Lauren Collopy

Ellen Sheedy

Louise Canty

Jade McCarthy

Lauren Thompson

Emma Colbert

Ardscoil Mhuire

Maggie-May O’ Reilly

Kasia Dimowska
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Leah Melling
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Class of 2017

Robyn Fleming

Shannon Purcell

Megan Bedford

Stephanie Gavin

Roisín Lillis

Shauna Hogan

Melissa Hanrahan

Tara Griffin

Sally Hayes

Shona Yung

Molly Averell

Taylor O’Donoghue

Sarah McKeown

Sinéad O’Brien

Sarah Moloney

Sophie Hehir

Nicole O’Shea
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Parting Advice from the
Always sign the late book.
You’ll be caught!
Chicken curry in the Hall
on Fridays.
Take no prisoners!
If in Achill, avoid Mairead’s house. And DON’T eat her curry!
Know the RDA. You’ll pass the Leaving Cert.
Keep an eye on the courtyard… DUCKS!

LCA2
Have fun!
School days are the
best days of your life.
Mr O’Donovan.
Get him a present at
the end of the year.
DO NOT put your tea
bags in the sink!
Only wear earrings if
they’re smaller than
a pea.
DO NOT cross Mr Huff
or he will obliterate you!

Sixth Year One

Always have a yoghurt handy.
Don’t turn into a ‘Moody Mary’.
~ Ms Hynan
Mind the packs. Study the packs.
Worship the packs.
After six hours of study,
treat yourself to
Coronation Street!
Know the ‘S Test’ or Ms Kerin
will run after you!
If it’s your birthday tell Ms Kenny,
but don’t tell Mr Huff. She’ll get
you a cake. He’ll lead a tragic
singing of “Happy Birthday”!

Sixth Year Two

Ardscoil Mhuire
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Sixth Years’
Memories

Ciara fell,
live on stage,
during
All Shook Up!

Mrs Healy is
always OK.

Shanny P. threw the yoghurt
at the boys during musical
rehearsals and we all took
flight, aka “fuzz buzz”.

Dressing the skeleton
in Mr Cross’s room!

;
Cherise f
o
m
a
i
ll
i
“W
e”.
s
a
Pencil C

Being caught by Ms McGrath at
lunchtime doing the Harlem Shake
with our ties on our heads.

ity when
Aoife defying grav chair
e
she fell off of th
in Geography.

Chelsea pouring a
Pot Noodle over
Leona’s head.

When Chelsea was one foot
off the ground in Killaloe
and started roaring crying
because she was afraid of heights.

sing
Ms Kenny surpri
s
us with cake
on our birthdays!

ue
onogh
Mr O’D tely atin’
absolu nbeds.
the su

Testin
throwing g banana peels
by
th
actually em on the floor
tripping
a
someon nd
e!

ER
WAT T!
FI GH

g
ir puttin
Ms Heh ket on
her jac ut.
inside o

s

Ms O’Brien love
the RDA.

Aoife jumping headfirst
into an unidentifiable matter
after we egged her on and
getting stuck! We all looked
like Porky Pigs!

Nicole sitting on a bed of
nails and taking a while to realise it…
Raddish fight and baiting the
Pritt Stick off of the ceiling.
n
Leah and Roby on
e
er
w
ey
th
g
thinkin
hinch.
an ice rink in La

Food fight with grapes…
it got out of control…

Ms Hughes’s sly
jokes and her singing
5, 4, 3, 2, 1…

Aoife drowning
study with
her tea.

Ardscoil Mhuire

Ms Fogarty telling us that the CAO
doesn’t like dinosaurs, and that we could
access our account anywhere, like at home
or in the swimming pool!
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Visit by Deputy Jan O' Sullivan

The first of these events saw the Deputy present a number of senior
students with their Gaisce medals (The President's Award). These
awards had been earned by the students during their time in Transition
Year and recognised the development and achievement of these
wonderful young ladies in taking on and triumphing over a particular
personal challenge. Ms Mitchell, who encouraged and supported the
students in pursuit of their medals as TY Co-ordinator, pointed out
that these challenges were both physical and mental, pushing the
students to their limits, but were ultimately highly rewarding for all
of the students involved.
The students were treated to some quality advice and listened
respectfully as the Deputy shared her hope that the strong traditions
of academics and extra-curricular involvement continue to thrive in
our school. Deputy O’Sullivan also congratulated all of our students
who received their Junior Certificate results on the 14th of September.
She then presented a bursary to ASM’s highest achieving student.
Current Transition Year student Jemma Duhig earned a staggering
10 Higher Level As, doing her school, but more importantly herself,
proud in the process.

Monday, the 16th of September 2016, was an incredibly busy, yet
affirming, day for all of us in ASM which was highlighted by a visit
from a very important guest to our school, Deputy Jan O' Sullivan. A
regular visitor to the school, Deputy O ‘Sullivan, has always graciously
given of her time to mark and officiate at several important events
within our school community.

Parents’ Council of Ardscoil Mhuire

A Blooming Lovely Time with LCAs

Another busy year for the Parents’ Council of ASM. The council had
their AGM and elected new officers and new representatives to the
Board of Management. Teacher representatives and new members were
welcomed by the chairperson. The council is a support to management
and undertakes many roles during the year. Policies are reviewed and
approved. Fundraising is organised and decisions are made as to how best
support the student body and the school in general.

This year was the first year that ASM ran Agriculture and Horticulture
programmes with both LCA groups. LCA1 students enjoyed a trip to
Homebase and had huge success decorating the ASM patio with seasonal
daffodils.

The annual carol singing for the needs of the local community is an ageold tradition, with support from retired staff, the music department, staff,
parents and students. It is a worthwhile few hours out of our lives to
come together as a community, to sing, rattle some buckets, think of others
and raise much needed funds for our local community at Christmas. The
Saint Vincent de Paul fill the role of distributing monies raised. The school
is very excited by the decision by the Department to grant us approval
to build a new extension to accommodate our growing numbers. This of
course means fundraising…

LCA2 students worked extremely hard in preparing for their Task, a
promotional 'Grow it Yourself' day! LCA2 students demonstrated to
First Years how to grow their own vegetables at home and spoke about
the health benefits of eating fruit and vegetables. The junior students
thoroughly enjoyed the day and learned so much from the experience.
The LCA2 students also had
a fantastic day learning the
skill of flower arranging from
Annie Costello. The girls still
have trips to Dromoland
Castle and the People's Park
to look forward to! Well
done on all the hard work to
all of the LCAs!

Following on from the success of our bingo nights of the previous year,
the council had two bingo nights this year. Much fun was had, some
were lucky at the bingo, some at the raffle and some at the door prizes.
It is always nice to go home with something but the atmosphere and the
gathering made for a great evening irrespective. The parents are busy
organising a huge event for next year. We
are introducing The KUBE to the city. This
exciting event promises to be great fun, with
the opportunity to win super money prizes.
We will keep you posted.
The council awarded bursaries to students
to avail of supervised study at school over
Easter. A quiet place to do some timely
revision and maximise time off from
school. A new P.A. system for the hall was
funded also by the council. As always we
invite new members to the council. Fresh
ideas, new perspectives and new energy
always welcome.

Ardscoil Mhuire
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I Eilis Answer the Shoebox Appeal
I Eilis worked with Ms Mitchell this year
to run Operation Christmas Child: the
Shoebox Appeal for Team HOPE.
Students filled shoeboxes with toys and
treats for poor children in Africa and
Eastern Europe who were facing into a
tough festive season due to a range of
complex issues in their own countries.
We would like to thank all those who
made a difference and contributed
towards sending over sixty shoeboxes
from Ardscoil Mhuire to these children.

Showing our Community a bit of TLC

Team Limerick Clean-up 2017

TLC is now in its third year and continues to grow thanks to the
wonderful spirit of volunteerism in Limerick City and County.
Believing wholeheartedly in its aims, the staff and students of ASM
were only too proud to once again don their reflective waistcoats,
arm themselves with litter-pickers, and head off around Corbally
to do their bit for their local community! Coordinating with other
local schools like St Munchin’s College and Scoil Íde helped the girls
to make light work of their task, leaving a more pleasant sight for
their families, friends, and neighbours, as well as ensuring a much
deserved head-start for the volunteers taking part on Good Friday!
We’re already looking forward to TLC4!

Anti-Bullying Week 2017
Anti-Bullying Week ran from Mon October 3rd to Fri 7th. Our theme
this year was “never be a bystander” where we focused on bullying
being the responsibility of all. Activities took place in many classes. In
English, students examined articles and poetry such as “To this Day”,
“Back in The Playground Blues”, and “Tich Miller”. In Religion classes
students took part in a poster competition and many classroom
activities
which
highlighted the effects
of bullying. We listened
to the tragic stories
of
Leanne
Wolfe
and Phoebe Prince
and discussed the
highly
commended
YouTube Clip made
by
Luke
Culhane
(Limerick
Person
of the Year 2017).
In SPHE students
were reminded of
the importance of
reporting
bullying.
Our posters remained
on the school wall for
the year reminding
us to “Never Be a
Bystander”.

Ardscoil Mhuire
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My Transition Year with
Limerick YOUTH Theatre
On Monday 23 January, a group of TY students from all around Clare,
Tipperary and Limerick auditioned for TYT in The Basement. The
audition consisted of “getting to know each other exercises”. We
needed these, as next week we started working with each other five
days a week for four weeks.

ASM VIPs & the Limerick
Sports Partnership

We started working the next Tuesday. We met our director, Naomi
O’Kelly, the next day. She told us that the show we would be doing was
“Frank Pig Says Hello” by Patrick McCabe. It’s a dark comedy based on
the book “The Butcher Boy” by Patrick McCabe. The plot and the many
village people make for an interesting play.

To get into this Voluntary Inspired Participation (VIP) Programme we had
to firstly write a letter outlining why we thought we would be suitable
for this programme. Following this letter, we had an interview. This
interview was held at the end of Third Year and we were asked different
types of questions, such as what sports and clubs we are involved with,
what would we hope to take from this programme, and what types of
careers we are interested in, etc. By the end of Third Year we were
delighted to hear that we had won a place in the VIP Programme which
would begin in September 2016 during TY.

We spent Wednesday and Thursday of the first week reading through
the play so that Naomi could decide who would play what part.
We were told that we would get our parts by the end of Friday, but
Naomi had some final decisions to make so we went on break for an
hour and a half. When we came back to The Basement, we finally got
our roles. I got the role of Philip Nugent. I was really happy with this
as Philip is a central character in the play. A lot of people (including
myself) wanted the role of Piglet, but Beckie (the girl that got the role)
deserved it more than anyone else.

This Programme involves lots of sports-related courses, talks and
coaching to build our confidence, skills and knowledge as coaches. We
attended the UL Sports Arena every Thursday from 9:30-3:30 to take
part in a course, talk or coaching. We've completed lots of different
sports courses such as Little Athletics, Rugby prime, and GAA. The talks
we participated in, involved looking after our athletes and ourselves as
coaches.

We all spent the next two weeks playing drama games and getting to
know the script as well as our characters. I spent a lot of time with Anna,
who played Mrs. Nugent. We really wanted to find out what we thought
about their relationship, their relationships with others and why they
behave the way they do.

As a way of giving back we had to complete 100 hours of volunteer
work. We did this in many ways, such as coaching children in our
local clubs/schools and volunteering at sporting events. In our own
school we got the opportunity to coach Second Year students rowing
in Athlunkard Boat Club and aided in organising a rowing blitz in UL
where they competed. We have also been given the opportunity to go
to Madrid and share Irish culture through sport, music, and dance in a
community and school setting.

We spent the fourth and final week rehearsing in the Belltable. Our
costume designer, Marie Boylan, gave me a new and improved costume
before our pictures were taken.
In general, the shows went well. There were a few line mishaps here
and there, but we got through it. I was happy as I thought I delivered a
pretty good performance.
We even bought flowers and chocolates for Naomi and our incredible
producer, Jared Nadin. We gave them to them on stage after our final
show.

We enjoyed and benefitted a lot personally from partaking in this
course. We grew in our sporting careers each week when we learned
of different sports and gained a qualification in teaching this sport.
We grew in confidence through coaching our sports and with our new
knowledge we got the chance to interact with our local community
and give back by completing 100 hours of volunteer work. Also we got
to learn in a new environment every Thursday outside of the regular
school building. We also got to meet with people our own age with
similar interests in sports from different schools across Limerick. A huge
thanks to all involved and to Ms Mitchell and Ms Herbert for facilitating
our involvement!

In closing, I would like to say that those four weeks were absolutely
incredible and I miss every single person that worked on it. I gained so
much confidence and I performed in front of loads of people, something
I would have been terrified of doing a couple of years ago. Thankfully,
T.Y.T. has provided me with lifelong friends.
- Aoife Breen (Transition Year 1)

- Aimee Hickey & Jemma Duhig (Transition Year 2)

Ardscoil Mhuire
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Transition Year
One
Back Row: Aimee O’Donnell, Kaitlyn
Hannan, Rosslyn Tully, Alana O’Neill,
Jade Kavanagh, & Nicole Hartney.
Middle Row: Niamh Togher, Ciara Turner,
Chloe Ryan Martin, Amy Cullen,
Jade Lipper, Katelyn Fitzgerald,
& Laura Halpin.
Front Row: Eimear Kirkland, Chloe Ryan,
Aoife Breen, Aisling Fitzgerald,
Taylor Moynihan, Ellen Martin,
Roisín Cantillon, & Lauren Morton.

Transition Year
Two
Back Row: Fiona Kenihan,
Mary-Kate Flanagan, Aimee Hickey,
Áine Hartigan, Ellen McGrath, Robyn
O’Reilly, & Shauna Kiely.
Middle Row: Jemma Duhig, Alison Flahive, Chloe Bromell Prenderville,
Sophie Phayer, & Ellen Cotter.
Front Row: Sinéad Purcell,
Abbie O’Sullivan, Emma McKenna,
Loren Daly, & Amy Casey.

Christmas Table Quiz

Ardscoil Mhuire
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Business Studies Awards

Partnering with COOK MEDICAL

In February the Kemmy Business School and the BSTAI held a Junior
Certificate Business Studies Awards Ceremony at UL's University
Concert Hall.

In January, 2017, Ms. Hynan’s Fifth Year L.C.V.P. class went on our trip
to COOK Medical as part of our LC.V.P. Leaving Certificate course,
thanks to Eleanor at the School Business Partnership programme. Once
there, we were greeted by the receptionist and then Alphie, who works at
COOK. Alphie began by giving us a brief tour of the entrance corridor,
in which we stopped at a display cabinet filled with medical devices
made by COOK that ranged from stents to wire guides used by doctors
in keyhole surgery. It was really interesting!

At the ceremony, students from schools in Clare, Limerick, and North
Tipperary were presented with a Certificate of Achievement to
acknowledge the outstanding performance of obtaining an A Grade in
Higher Level Business Studies in the Junior Certificate of 2016.
Among these were ASM's TY students Aimee Hickey, Amy Cullen, MaryKate Flanagan, and Jemma Duhig! The girls’ dedication to their study
and development of vital skills was highly praised. Congratulations to
all of the girls and to their Business Studies teachers!

From there, we went on to see the plaque celebrating 50 year of COOK,
their gym, and the canteen (something many of the girls were excited
about!). We continued on and watched the manufacturing line where
employees we’re actually assembling the products. We followed the
products on to quality control, where the products are sterilised and
checked over before being sent to packaging and then distributed. We
then entered a conference room, where a chronological mind map of the
process of COOK’s products, drawn by our very own Mr Conner, hung
framed on the wall! Here, we learned all about Bill Cook, the founder,
and more history of the company.
Two extremely nice employees also spoke to us about working in
COOK. One employee spoke about the manufacturing line and the
precision needed and then the other spoke about working in the H.R.
(Human Resources) Department. Both had very different jobs in COOK
and it was interesting to hear about both jobs.
Next was the highlight of the trip for a few of the girls, lunch! After the
rather delicious lunch, we headed across to COOK’s Customer Service
Centre where we spoke with Paul and Tara, two Customer Service
supervisors and trainers. We discussed the skills and qualities needed
in customer care and then did some group activities and brainteasers to
improve our people, communication and team working skills. This was
very enjoyable and quite challenging.
We got a tour of Customer Service and the Tenders Department. We
listened in on the different teams, each dealing with a different country,
and watched as they worked as a team dealing with customer enquiries
and complaints. Sadly, that was the end of our trip. Alphie and everyone
at COOK were extremely kind and welcomed us warmly. Alphie was
really kind to invite us out to COOK and for coming into our class to do
interview prep and organise mock interviews for us also. Eleanor from
the School Business Partnership Programme was also so lovely to us and
extremely kind to have organised this trip for us.

Ardscoil Mhuire had two teams representing the school at the Student
Enterprise Awards in the South Court Hotel on the 29th of March.
The Four Friendly Fables is a children’s book that was written and
sold by Mary Kate Flanagan, Sophie Phayer, Fiona Kenihan, Sinéad
Purcell, and Emma McKenna. The girls had tremendous success and
when going to print they had sold more than 170 copies of the book.
Chole Ryan and Aoife Breen created the business ‘Our Best Us’ which
promoted positive mental health. All money raised went to mental
health charities. The girls represented the school with pride on the day
and were unlucky not to come home with a prize.

Ardscoil Mhuire

- April Quin (Fifth Year)
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Fifth Year One
Back Row: Wiktoria Augustynska,
Zoe Hickey, Katie Jackson, Amy Noonan
Neville, Sabina Farshidfar Tome,
Edel Kirwan, & Rachel Mortell.
Middle Row: Rachel Sleath,
Aisling Cullen, Nicole McNamara,
Niamh O’Connell, Emily Ryan,
Georgia Guerin, & Michelle Walsh.
Front Row: Amy Crawford, Megan Daly,
Emily Gough, Imane Lahyani,
& Emma Plunkett.

Fifth Year Two
Back Row: Erin Fitzgerald,
Niamh Conroy, Julia Vaivode,
Alison Higgins,
& Jennifer Frawley.
Middle Row: Chloe Koyce,
Megan Flanagan, April Quin, Zoe Roche,
& Jade Purcell.
Front Row: Kim Quinlivan,
Ava Mulqueen, Katerina Kennedy,
& Paulina Stasik.

Fifth Year Three
Back Row: Shauna Dillon,
Melanie McKnight, Grace Walsh McDonald,
Megan McMahon, & Hannah Purcell.
Middle Row: Caitlin Irwin,
Emma Healy, Ciara Clancy,
& Anna Wojtal.
Front Row: Morgan Raven,
Ailish Creamer, Naomi Hannon,
& Natasha Ryan.

Ardscoil Mhuire
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LCA 1 Accomplishments
The Leaving Certificate Applied programme is characterised by educational experiences of an active,
practical and student centred nature. The students of LCA 1 and LCA 2 have excelled in all these areas.
Well done to the LCA2 girls, who are nearing the end of the programme. Next year some will go on to
PLC Courses and some to the world of work.
A special thank you to all the Leaving Certificate Applied teachers for all their hard work throughout the year.
~ Ms Oonagh Healy (LCA Coordinator)

LCA1s at
‘Ardscoil
Movies’!
As part of our LCA
course, we are asked to
make a Mini Company
for our Enterprise
Task. We decided
to do a Movie Day
for Second Year students.
We all had to check online to see what jobs
there are to do in our chosen positions.
We decided to have our Movie Day in the
GPR. We decided to call our Enterprise Task
‘Ardscoil Movies’. The Second Years wanted
to watch Pitch Perfect and that they would
pay €2 for sweets and popcorn. We started
the movie at 1.20pm. We sold all the sweets
and had leftover popcorn. The Second Years
really enjoyed the Movie Day. We donated
the profits we made to Focus Ireland.
- Emily McCarthy (LCA1 & Secretary of
‘Ardscoil Movies’)

LCA1 –
Queens of
the Castle.
What was supposed to be just a key
assignment turned out to be an enjoyable
day trip to King John’s Castle. So many of
us had never even visited the castle even
though we have grown up in its shadow. King
John’s Castle is the main tourist attraction
in Limerick city and we had dismissed it
as a place for silly Americans to spend an
afternoon. We couldn’t have been more
wrong!!

through passageways (even Clancy!) and
firing cannon balls at targets, as you do on
a school trip!!
We then headed downstairs and walked
through the original foundations of
the castle. It was weird to touch these
constructions that are hundreds of years
old. Once we headed out into the courtyard
the past really came back to life for us.
We ran riot into stonemasons’ workshops,
stables and weapons stores. Putting our
teachers into the stocks was a high point.
It’s not often you get to punish your teacher
medieval style.

We were sorry to head back to school
but it was a great day and was definitely a
worthwhile experience. We passed the castle
thousands of times in our life and now we
can say we have experienced King John’s
Castle in all its medieval glory.

LCA1 ~

LCA1 Valentine's Day Craft Fair

CHUMARSÁIDEACH

Ardscoil Mhuire

Just before the Easter break the LCA1
students unveiled their "Paper Jungle"
installation to an eager audience of First
Years! The LCA1s exhibited their 3D birds
and beasts that they made in their art class
as part of their task work. All in attendance
were suitably impressed!

Climbing to the top of one of the turrets was
a highpoint, literally. The staircase seemed to
go on forever but it was worth it when we
finally got to the top. Breath taking views
greeted us and even though it was quite
windy we really enjoyed picking out famous
landmarks and some of our houses.

GAEILGE

Both classes headed off on foot after break
time accompanied by Mr Carroll and Mrs
Clancy. On the way there we walked past
the original walls of Limerick and we were
amazed at just how old they really are. The
first exhibition in the castle told the story of
how Limerick city developed and some of us
even dressed up in costumes. Admittedly,
our uniforms are much more comfortable!!
We expended plenty of energy crawling

LCA1's
"Paper Jungle"

One of our Key Assignments in our rang
Gaeilge, was to explore how the Irish
language is used around us every day. We
headed off with Ms Johnson and Marian
to visit some of our local landmarks. We
stopped at St Mary’s Church and noted the
road signs “as Gaeilge”. We then visited King
John’s Castle and went over the bridge to see
The Treaty Stone and The Curragower Falls.
All of the signs relating to these Historical
sites were in both Irish and English. It was
very interesting to actually stop and take
time to notice how our native language is
used around us every day.
- Shelby Roche (LCA1)
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Fair play to our
enterprising
LCA1 group for
capitalising on
the Valentine's
Day
market!
The girls were
responsible for
a pop-up craft
fair that sold handmade cards, gifts, and
other goodies to the last minute shoppers
among our
staff
and
students!
Well
done
girls!
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LCA1
Back Row: Olga Grigorjeva,
Amber Lyons, Shelby Roche,
Katie Curtin, Maney O’Reilly,
Emily McCarthy, & Bobbi O’Gorman.
Middle Row: Kayleigh Hickey O’Donnell,
Katelynn Duggan, Aoife Quinn,
Emma Power, Jade Kiely,
& Shania Corbett.
Front Row: Emma McInerney,
Leila Walsh, Stephanie Loughran,
Tiffany O’Connell, Corrie Ryan,
& Aoife O’Connell.

- TAKE A CHANCE ON ME On December 14th LCA1 students attended the musical “Take A Chance On Me” in the Lime Tree
Theatre in Mary I with Ms. Herbert, Ms. Bolger, and Ms. O’Connor. As Drama is a module in LCA
we all agreed that it would be very worthwhile to see a live performance.
“Take A Chance On Me” is a remake of the musical “Mama Mia”. It was brilliantly performed by
students from Coláiste Iósaef, Kilmallock. This musical is based on the hit songs from ABBA and
so, we sang and clapped the whole night away. It portrays the story of Sophie, a 20-year old bride-tobe, in search of her father. She dreams of having her father walk her down the aisle on her wedding
day. Chaos ensues as she endeavours to find her Dad before her big day.
It was an emotive performance which had us laughing and crying in equal measures. It was a
fantastic evening with one student lucky student, Demi Liston, winning a beautiful hamper in the
raffle. It was a thoroughly enjoyable evening and we hope to attend another production very soon.

ASM on Social Media
By now you’ve probably seen a few of these scannable QR Codes dotted around the
Yearbook! These usually lead to extra content, such as Youtube videos from our special
events (Ceolchoirm, International Women’s Day, etc.), or subject-specific Twitter pages.
This one will bring you to our Facebook page, where you can keep tabs on what’s happening
in ASM, even after you’ve graduated!

Ardscoil Mhuire
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Home Economics
Festive day of Baking!

Leading up to Christmas 2016, the Third Year JSCP
students and Ms. O’ Brien really got into the festive
spirit with some delicious Christmas themed baking.
We were delighted to be joined by the Head chef of
No.1 Pery Square, Mr. Tim Harris, who demonstrated
and inspired students to make some very cool
Christmas tree brownies that not only looked amazing
but tasted delicious.
The students eagerly observed Mr. Harris’s demonstrations and took
on all his tips and advice to make the perfect brownies. They then
got to show their creativity and cooking skills by baking, icing and
decorating a batch of brownies each. It was a fantastic day of baking
with students also getting a great insight into life as a head chef and
all that it entails.
More ginger bread men, a pavlova Christmas wreath, and Christmas
cookies were also made so that the Christmas JCSP celebration was
a huge success! Well done to all those involved, I think we will see
many more culinary wizards in years to come!

that they had created with celebrity chef Timothy Harris, before they
played around and posed for a few selfies with the festive cutouts
designed by Ms Bolger and the Fifth Years!
Many thanks to all involved, especially Ms Kenny and Ms Bolger (JCSP
Coordinators) for all their hard work.

Junior Achievement Programme
The I Fidelma Business Studies class along with their teacher
Ms. Hughes visited AXA Insurance Shannon on Wednesday 5th
April 2017 as part of the ‘School to Work’ element of the Junior
Achievement Programme. What an enjoyable experience was had by
the class. Liam Kirby, Global Training Co-ordinator for AXA, gave a
brief presentation on the company. The students engaged in ‘Your
Business’ workshop where each group was given the opportunity to
come up with a business idea and apply the marketing mix. The prizewinning idea, ‘Med A Box’, was the brainchild of Tara Pearse, Ellen
Garcia Breen, Jodie Quinn, Emma Ryan, Courtney Lyons, and Megan
Micks. The unique selling point of this product includes an alarm on
the medical box to remind the user to take the medication. The flap
on the medical box will open automatically when the alarm goes off.
This product will also be connected to Bluetooth.
“when you cease to dream, you cease to live”

JCSP

Christmas Celebration
Having spent the previous day
busily preparing an array of tasty
treats for their invited guests,
our Second and Third Year JCSP
students certainly deserved
to be richly rewarded for all of
their hard work and progress
during our annual Christmas
Celebration!
Students received certificates
for attendance and progress
is curricular areas whilst also
being heaped with praise by
Ms Herbert and the parents in
attendance for their enthusiasm
and hard work. They then got to
enjoy the delicious brownies

Ardscoil Mhuire
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Christmas
Dinner

Ardscoil Mhuire
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Lourdes
2017
On the 16th of April 2017
a group of twenty-nine
wonderful Fifth Year students
from Ardscoil Mhuire set off
on the school’s annual pilgrimage to Lourdes. Led by Sr Patricia Lee,
and accompanied by a team of enthusiastic volunteers, the group
left Limerick in the small hours of Easter Sunday morning, arriving in
Lourdes, via Dublin and Toulouse, in the afternoon.
The group launched themselves enthusiastically into a week packed
full of prayer, reflection, celebration, and fun. Sitting down with Sr Pat
for a friendly chat moments after their arrival, the girls listened with
fascination to the story of Lourdes before setting off for the Grotto
itself, where St Bernadette had witnessed the apparitions of Our Lady
in 1858. Every visit to the Grotto was charged with emotion as the
girls and leaders witnessed the breath-taking devotion of those who
visited it alongside them whilst they remembered, and prayed for,
their loved ones at home in Ireland.

Ardscoil Mhuire

The girls also had the valuable opportunity to visit the buildings in
Lourdes where St Bernadette had lived and worked in as a child,
gaining a deep appreciation for the special and inspirational person
that she really was. In a remarkable moment whilst visiting the small
town of Bartrès, the girls were given the special honour of touching a
relic of St Bernadette during a beautiful musical service.
Many services were memorable during the week, the first being the
Children’s Mass that took place in the Church of St Bernadette. Aided
by the HCPT, children from all over the World, themselves in desperate
need of comfort and care, came together in Lourdes to celebrate
life and sing some of the happiest songs ever heard! An intensely
affirming sermon reminded us all not to give up on ourselves or doubt
our potential for good as “anyone can be a saint”. This was a highly
emotional service for all involved and helped our entire group to see
the blessings of health and love in their own lives.
The Blessing of the Sick in the Underground Basilica was another
amazing experience for our girls. To say that they were touched
by the display of faith by so many people, themselves experiences
dreadful suffering, would be an understatement. Whilst offering up
prayers for those who they care about they again reflected on the
multiple blessings of health, family, and friends in their own lives.
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It was during all of these rituals that we kept those whom we love
foremost in our thoughts and prayers. Everything that happened
during those six amazing days was offered to Our Lady for them and
their intentions.

This was followed by the awe-inspiring night-time spectacle that is
the Candlelight Procession. As thousands of the devoted from all
walks of life wound their way through the Sanctuary, this massive
demonstration of faith by so many people had a profound impact on
the girls.

In the midst of all this, we still managed to keep ourselves entertained!
Whether it was a tense ride on a cable-car to 100 metres; the
perfectly beautiful panoramic-view from the top of Pic du Jer; an
intense afternoon of (mostly) friendly competition in the playground
of Bartrès; a surprise birthday party; or the banter and the selfies,
everyone has a special memory to bring back to Limerick with them!

Whilst visiting the City of the Poor (where the truly needy are
accommodated during their pilgrimages) the group had the
indescribable pleasure of taking mass in the peace and calm of the
sheepfold. In a sermon inspired by the life of St Bernadette Fr Joe
McCarthy reminded us that there is no shame in embracing one’s
faith. This mass was offered for the family, friends, and loved ones
of our group.

We are all incredibly grateful to Ardscoil Mhuire and our other
friends for facilitating the trip; to the adult volunteers for their care
and patience; and to Sr Pat and Mr Keating for making the whole,
spectacular, life-changing event possible year after year.

Throughout the week many of the girls also took the opportunity to
experience the Baths, agreeing that it was the singular experience
that made the whole trip extra-special. Again these girls were struck
by the devotion on display by the desperately sick and elderly, and
found the experience to be incredibly reflective and emotional.

Ardscoil Mhuire

However, our most sincere thanks must also go to the twenty-nine
amazing young ladies who made the trip so special. They were
enthusiastic, energetic yet respectful, kind, caring, considerate, and in
more ways than can be listed, did our school, their families, and most
importantly, Our Lady, immensely proud.
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Academic
Awards
Ardscoil Mhuire has a long and proud tradition
of academic excellence. In public recognition
of this, together with the hard work of staff
and students, the school held its annual
Academic Awards ceremony.
The ceremony, for this year only this, was held
during the school day in the Hall. Students
were nominated in all subject areas while there
were additional awards in acknowledgement
of other aspects of school life. The awards
were presented by the Principal Ms Herbert and the event was
hosted by the Deputy Principal Ms Collins. Staff spoke passionately
about their subject areas, in advance of announcing the nominees
and award recipients in in each year group. Each student received
a certificate in recognition of this achievement while the recipients
of the award received a trophy. There was an air of anticipation as
students were unaware, until their arrival in the hall, of the subjects in
which they were nominated. Students were surprised, delighted and
proud in equal measure at receiving the individual awards.

In September Ardscoil Mhuire was also named in the top 10 Limerick
City and County Schools in the ‘Limerick Chronicle.’ A number of
initiatives are in place in order to enhance and maintain academic
excellence in our school. All students received an Academic Report
in November which gave parents an insight into how they were
progressing in school. Each year group also participated in a study
skills talk presented by the Deputy Principal Ms Collins. The students
found this presentation extremely beneficial in that it has assisted
them to more effectively structure their homework and study.
Additionally, all Sixth Year students were interviewed by school
management in order to motivate, encourage and support them
academically. Academic interviews took place in February and March
with all Third Year students. The Academic Awards ceremony also
took place on the 28th of April. Well done to all the students who
were nominated in recognition of all their work hard and dedication
to their studies.

‘Nomination in itself is a huge honour and a true reflection of each
student’s hard work and dedication throughout the year. Students
have been selected from their entire year group and this achievement
is highly significant for each girl.’ - Brid Herbert, Principal.

Academic Council Update
Ardscoil Mhuire Corbally has a rich history of academic excellence.
Students and staff are dedicated to the realisation of full academic
potential. The Leaving Certificate group of 2016 continued this
tradition, achieving excellent grades and high points, exceeding the
national average. On Friday, the 9th of September 2016 Councillor
Frank Daly, a regular visitor to the school, gave graciously of his
time to mark and officiate at an important event within our school
community. Councillor Daly was delighted to acknowledge and
congratulate our high-achieving students from this year’s Leaving
Certificate examinations and presented them with bursaries from the
school’s Board of Management. Among these were; Emily O’Halloran,
who achieved ASM’s highest Leaving Certificate points in 2016; Britney
Hickey, who was the highest achieving Leaving Certificate Applied
student in the state exams; and Niamh Tuite, who received the award
for the highest mark in Biology and was presented with a special
bursary from COOK Ireland to support her in her further studies. ASM
is proud to acknowledge and reward the hard work and dedication
of our students, a sentiment certainly reflected in Councillor Daly’s
remarks.

School Extension Update

Principal Brid Herbert stated that “Ardscoil Mhuire has a long standing
history of promoting and fostering academic excellence in all year
groups and at all levels. Our school is a place where each student is
motivated, encouraged and supported to achieve her full academic
potential.”

Ardscoil Mhuire

On the 17th of November 2015 the then Minister for Education and
Skills, Jan O’ Sullivan, announced a six year €3.8bn school building
programme that will cover 324 school building projects to provide
19,000 new primary school places and 43,000 new post-primary
places. Ardscoil Mhuire in Corbally was delighted to be among these
schools. School enrolment in Ardscoil Mhuire has increased dramatically over the last number of years and the school community was
thrilled with the announcement that funding for a school extension
had been granted. This achievement is the culmination of years of
hard work by many past and present members of our school community. The granting of this school development is an acknowledgement
of the firm commitment of our school community to ensuring the provision of a high quality holistic education for our student body. The
principal, Bríd Herbert, commented ‘Plans are currently been drawn
up for our new school development and I look forward to overseeing
this project, which will ensure that our students continue to receive
a high quality education in an up to date and state of the art facility.’
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Alternative Yearbook Covers!
A huge thanks to all of the students who submitted entries for this year’s cover competition and for treating us to an
impressive display of creativity and artistic skill. There were so many to choose from that it made the job of selecting the
covers nearly impossible and led to one or two respectful disagreements! With that in mind we decided that it was only
fair to display some of the short-listed entries for the enjoyment of our school community and to ensure that our budding
artists get the attention that they deserve!

April Quin

Aoife McDarby

Macey Hall

Hailey Fitzgerald

Ardscoil Mhuire

Bríd Gavin

Noelle Shanahan

Kerry Collopy

Deirdre Cross

Sarah McDarby

Laura McNamara
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I n t e r n a t i o n a l

Women’s Day in ASM

On Wednesday 8th March 2017, the TY groups held an event in the
hall for First and Second Year students to mark International Women's
Day. We wanted to showcase the voice of young women in our society
and we did this in numerous ways throughout the day.
We started off our showcases by presenting speeches by famous women who we felt were very influential in today's society. I spoke about
Countess Markievicz, who was a huge advocate for women's rights
during the 1916 Rising and beyond. I really enjoyed speaking about
her because I think that she did a lot of important work in Ireland
during the 1900s to improve the social and political status of women. Amy Cullen spoke about Hillary Clinton, who was one of the
most influential first ladies that there ever was. Finally Ellen McGrath
spoke about Malala Yousafzai, who is a massive advocate for the cause
of education for girls.
After we had given our speeches, a survey was handed out to all the
students in attendance to see how much they knew about International
Women's Day and women in general. When the girls were finished
their survey, they were free to look around the hall at all the stands
we had set up showcasing our achievements in music, sports and our
school play "Back to the 80's". We also had a photobooth, face painting, bracelets, and food for the girls to have if they had wanted to.
After this two of the Young Social Innovators groups from our TY
class performed their YSI speakouts for the students and then the TY2
class performed "If I Were A Boy" by Beyoncé to end the celebrations.
As a part of International Women's Day, we also made posters about
women who inspired us. I chose to do mine on Malala Yousafzai because I believe that her work for girls’ rights to education is extremely
important. Malala Yousafzai is a Pakistani girl who is best known for
her educational activism and for being shot in the head by the Taliban
for this. She has since continued her activism and has won numerous prizes for her activism such as the Sakharov Prize for Freedom of
Thought at the European Parliament the Nobel Peace Prize in 2014.
She was the youngest recipient ever aged 17. For her 18th birthday on
July 12, 2015 which is now named Malala Day, she set up a school for
Syrian refugee girls in Lebanon.
I think that our International Women's Day celebration was a huge
success. I am really glad that I got to participate in it because it has
given me confidence in my ability to speak publicly in front of such a
large group.
- Ellen Martin (Transition Year 1)

Ardscoil Mhuire
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Ms Cross & Ms Murphy
in the Hot-Seat!

What college are you going to?
Ms Cross & Ms Murphy: We both attend Mary Immaculate College.
What advice would you give to students studying for the Leaving
Certificate?

Just before the end of the school year some of our more “curious”
Third Year students decided to conduct an interview with Ms Cross
and Ms Murphy, themselves past ASM students, in order to get the
low-down on their time back with us this year!

Ms Cross: I think a fundamental element in doing well in your
Leaving Cert is coming to school every day and participating in
class. Having good attendance is something that really helped me
throughout the Leaving Cert as you’d be surprised how much you’d
pick up by paying attention and being present in class.

Why did you decide to return to Ardscoil Mhuire?
Ms Cross: I decided to return to Ardscoil Mhuire because the
teachers here inspired me to become a teacher and I wanted
to learn from them. It also has such a warm and welcoming
atmosphere, which makes it such an enjoyable place to work. Also
since I am a past pupil I knew what it was like to be a student here so
I felt like I could relate to the girls here.
Ms Murphy: I decided to come to Ardscoil Mhuire because I wanted
to I wanted to experience what it was like to be a teacher in the
school I went to. I was familiar with the layout of the school and I
was excited to see my former teachers.

Ms Murphy: Pay attention to your teachers because they know
EVERYTHING! And study!
Would you like to work as a teacher in this school in the future?
Ms Cross: I would love to work in this school in the future as all
of the staff is amazing and the students here are one of a kind and
which made this whole experience exceptional for me. I really am
so grateful to the staff and students for making my time here so
memorable.
Ms Murphy: I would love to work here in the future. It a fantastic
place to work in.

What Primary school did you go to?
Ms Cross: St Patrick’s National Girls School.

What’s your favourite band?

Ms Murphy: St John’s Girls and Infant Boys School.

Ms Cross: I don't really listen to bands, but my favourite artist would
probably be Beyoncé.

Has the school changed much since you were here as a student?

Ms Murphy: Walking on Cars.

Ms Cross: I think it's hard to judge because I spent six years as a
student and this year I'm a teacher, so it’s a whole new experience
for me.

What is your favourite thing about Ardscoil Mhuire?
Ms Cross: The strong sense of community that is held by all staff and
pupils, past and present. Everyone here takes care and looks out for
one another, even after students leave the school which is why I was
so happy to return.

Ms Murphy: In a sense it has, there is much more students now
than when I went here and the classes are much bigger. There are
loads of new teachers. But, at the same time it feels the same. I
honestly feel like I never left.

Ms Murphy: The students.

Did you enjoy attending Ardscoil Mhuire as a student and if so
why/why not?

Chicken curry or lasagne?
Ms Cross & Ms Murphy: Chicken Curry!!!

Ms Cross: I loved my time at Ardscoil Mhuire for one main rea son
(besides from the wonderful teachers and staff here): The friends I
made which I'm so lucky still to have and hopefully always will.

Our deepest thanks to both Ms Cross and Ms Murphy for
participating in this interview and for all of the hard work that they
have approached with enthusiasm and energy since last August. On
behalf of our entire school community we wish them the very best in
their future studies and careers!

Ms Murphy: Yes it was like a little community. The students were so
caring and enthusiastic. It was one of the reasons I chose to become
a teacher.
What’s your favourite colour?
Ms Cross: Champagne Pink
Ms Murphy: Burnt Orange

Ardscoil Mhuire
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the year. We also put together a
PowerPoint presentation that was
about 50 slides long! There were
enough slides so that everyone in the
year could speak about something. In
the PowerPoint, we showed exactly
what we had done in order to reduce
the amount of water that the school
used. In the PowerPoint we had
information demonstrating how we had
saved water this year, such as the hippo
bags in the toilets, and recycling water
for the Action Day. We also showed
her our dresses that we made for Junk
Kouture to show that we are keeping
up with our previous themes of litter and waste! Our
debaters were also on hand to discuss the environmental
awareness that they raise through the Concern Debates
and other competitions.

This year, as part of the Green
Schools initiative we were working
hard towards earning the Green
Flag for Water. As part of our
attempt to achieve this, we held a
Water Action Day for First Years
in the hall and we also had an
inspection.
For the Water Action Day we
decorated the hall with decorations
that were water themed and we
set up a number of tables around
the hall with things like briquette
making, hippo bags, face painting
and quizzes. Each student had to complete something
at each table to win a prize from the prize table at the top
of the hall. All of the prizes were also water themed, so
we had things like umbrellas, reusable water bottles and
blue stationery sets. We also showed the First Years a
presentation about our Green Schools accomplishments
is and how we were going to achieve our goal of getting
the Water Flag.

In late April we received the fantastic news that we had
been awarded the Green Flag for Water as a result of our
hard work! Everyone was extremely happy about this
and we all feel very proud of ourselves for achieving our
goal as well a cutting down on water usage in the school.

For our inspection we had an inspector come in to see
all of the work that we had done in promoting water
conservation and responsible water use throughout

Ardscoil Mhuire

~ Chloe Bromell-Prenderville (TY1)
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to purchase some beautiful heathers, calla
lilies, and numerous bulbs for spring flowering. They are currently working on some
wonderful additions to the garden which
will be in place after Easter.

The Millennium
G a r d e n

In addition to all of this wonderful work,
the LCA Agriculture/Horticulture class are
also making great additions to the garden
with their planting of daffodils and lovely
butterfly attracting seeds which will bloom
over the summer months.

Our Millennium Garden continues looking vibrant this year due to the continued
efforts of our TY science class who have
been weeding and planting beautiful bulbs
along the pathways. They also held a bake
sale and raised €100 which has been used

Ardscoil Mhuire
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I feel that I have gained new friends in my school through drama. I
also feel that a love of drama has brought us all closer together. The
Drama Club has presented me with new opportunities that I wouldn’t
have come across otherwise.
- Grace Walsh MacDonald (Fifth Year)

DRAMA CLUB
I love Drama Club! It is so much fun to act and have fun with your
friends and also have the chance to make new friends!
- Tara Pearse (First Year)

Drama Club was so much fun! I met lots of new and interesting
friends. I started to feel more secure about myself. I think that it was
a great way to start my first year in ASM and it was also amazing to
take part in the drama competition with my friends!
- Emily Clancy (First Year)

I had high expectations for Drama Club and I am pleased to say that
these were all surpassed. Drama Club is highly enjoyable with wonderful a facilitator (Ms Clancy, AKA “Drama Mom”) and members who
all helped to make the experience way better. We took part in the
Féile Luimní which was an incredible experience. Overall, I believe
that Drama Club was an amazing idea and a resounding success.
- Hannah Purcell (Fifth Year)
I joined Drama Club so that I can express myself and get confident. I
like acting in shows so Drama Club is perfect for me! I LOVE drama!
I also had the chance to play a part in a drama competition. I had so
much fun and it was a great experience for me!
- Jodie Quinn (First Year)

Music to our Ears!

Third and Sixth Year students had a busy term after Christmas
preparing for their practical Music exams, though their hard work
and practice paid off on the day! It was also a first for two school
communities as three young men from St Munchin’s College chose
to join our classes and take their practicals with us. The students
performed wonderful programmes on various instruments, such
as; piano, accordion, recorder, voice, tin whistle, violin, and guitar.
Students performed both solo and in group ensembles.

While there was so much happening for the Music Department this
year, the highlight was undoubtedly the Transition Year students’
production of the musical ‘Back to the 80s’. Rehearsals commenced in
early September and the finished show was staged at LIT’s Millenium
Theatre in December. The TYs collaborated with their colleagues
from St Munchin’s College and rehearsed tirelessly, twice a week, to
produce a magnificent show! This was the first time singing, dancing,
and acting for the majority of the cast and many of the leads. The
TYs gained valuable life lessons in working as a team, communication
skills, and gained considerable confidence in themselves from the
experience. Thanks to producer Ms Shinners, Musical Director Ms
Clery, and Choreographer Kathy McGlynn.

There’s still so much to look forward to as we close in on the end of
the school year! In May Music Generation Limerick will be visiting the
school to do a performance workshop with all Second, Third, and Fifth
Year Music students. This performance workshop brings together a
range of musical styles in a manner that engages, educates, and
inspires the students. Next year Music Generation will be running
workshops on song writing, performance, and composing with all
music classes over the course of the year.

In December the school choir sang at the annual Christmas Carol
Concert in St Mary’s Church, directed by Ms Nolan, and performed
Carols in the Crescent Shopping Centre for the St Vincent De Paul
Christmas Poor Campaign, with €1275 euros being raised for the
charity as well as the spirits of all who stopped by! Special thanks to
Ms Hynan and Ms Shinners for their involvement in this event.

Ardscoil Mhuire
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ASM

Gets

Creative!

~ Creativity Week 2016 ~
We all associate the word Creativity with Art,
drawing, and colour. And, yes creativity is
hugely associated with art. It is a subject that
naturally lends itself to thinking and being
creative. Without it, we would have no fashion,
no architecture, no films, and no furniture. We
would live in a dull and colourless world.
But without creativity, we would also have no
innovation… That means, no smart-phones, no
apps, and more importantly, we would have no
advances in medicine, science, engineering, no
new technologies or new discoveries. There
would be no imagination and no new ideas!
This is what creativity really is. It is how we think
to problem solve, to imagine, to innovate, and to
move forward.
Thankfully ASM was proud to promote creativity
with a wide array of challenges, competitions,
and activities during Creativity Week 2016.
Spearheaded by Ms Bolger, our students were
presented with invaluable opportunities to
embrace and develop their own innate creativity.
One thing’s for sure, we’ve never seen the
corridors looking as bright and eye-catching!

Ardscoil Mhuire
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SPORTING LIFE IN ASM
Sports Day 2016
Many students challenged each
other on the Bouncy Castle
throughout the day with its many
obstacles posing a tough test for all
involved. Some of the bigger kids,
the teachers, also made their way
to the obstacle course and many of
the students decided to take them
on which made for some very
entertaining viewing!

Our annual Sports Day took place
on the 20th of May last year. It was
a beautiful summer’s day full of fun
and laughter.
With a morning of Zumba to get us
all warmed up we were rewarded
with a mountain of pancakes
compliments of the Home
Economics department. This was
soon followed by lots of bouncing
around on the Bouncy Castle!
Annual events such as three legged
races, egg and spoon races, 100
metre sprints, and the long jump
to name a few proved highly
enjoyable with many students
showing their competitive sides.

Roll on Sports Day 2017!!

As tradition would have it, after
break came the annual teachers
versus students tag rugby
competition.
With the Sixth
Years oozing confidence it took
the teachers some time to get
into their stride, but once this
happened, as usual, the teachers
ran out comfortable winners!

Hockey
The First and Second Year hockey teams had another highly
successful year and continue to demonstrate improvement
after every training session and match. The First Years took
part in numerous hockey blitzes locally, showing a lot of
enthusiasm. Meanwhile the Second Years represented
ASM with great pride in a provincial league. All of the
students involved showed amazing determination and
represented their school, and themselves, well in training
and on the pitch.

Interschools
Show Jumping
Ardscoil Mhuire had great representation at the
Clonshire Equestrian Interschools competition during
the Easter break. Indeed the students involved showed
great dedication by devoting a portion of their break to
representing their school! The students involved were
Marina Stevens (Fifth Year), Ellen McGrath (Transition
Year), Olivia O'Donoghue and Kailey Noonan (Third
Year), and Kate Nihill (First Year). All of the girls did their
best and represented our school very well, doing us
proud in the process. Unfortunately we finished outside
the prizes, but we are improving with every event.
We’re looking forward to our next outing already!

Ardscoil Mhuire
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Rugby
We’re at the end of a really strong rugby season in
ASM. We have won matches and lost some, mainly
winning though! The matches were competitive, but
also extremely fun. We have come a long way in a
short period of time, developing many skills that we
have learned from our coaches. We've also learned
different skills off each other and have become very
close to our teammates.
This year we competed in the GX7s. This was an
all-Ireland competition that was played in Dublin. We
had to compete in the Munster competition before
progressing to the all-Ireland. The all-Ireland was a lot
tougher than the Munster matches, we played teams
that were stronger and had more experience than us.
However, this didn't stop us as we powered through
and took third place, winning the plate. It was really
an amazing day and although we didn't win we are focused on improving for next year!
On behalf of the ASM team I would like thank Mr Cross
and Mr. Madigan for all their hard work in training us
this year. Special thanks to Ms. Herbert for organising
the astro-turf pitch for us to train on.
~ Rebecca Considine (Second Year)

Basketball

With our qualification for ‘Finals Day’ in the
bag, we continued training to give ourselves
every chance going forward.

Basketball training began for all age groups
in September on Tuesdays and Thursdays in
Grove Island. This year we entered teams in
three categories (First Years, Second Years,
and Cadets) in competitions such as the
Limerick Schools’ Cup and the South West
Development League

What is known as 'Finals Day' is a fantastic
exhibition of schools’ Basketball for all in the
South West.

First and Second Years were grouped along
with Villiers, Laurel Hill and Gaelcholaiste
Luimnigh. While the girls enjoyed all their
matches, unfortunately we didn’t make the
knockout stages of either competition. The
experiences gained will stand to all of the
girls going forward and they are already
looking forward to next year.

Facing ASM in the South West final were
a talented and tough Hospital team who
pushed them all the way. After a close two
first quarters ASM gained control of the third
quarter to hold a slender lead of 20-16. It
was the final quarter where the girls showed
all their class to emerge victorious on a score
line of 30-16.

The Cadet team however stole the show!
Having won all of their group games in both
competitions they qualified for both semifinals!

ASM also played Crescent College in the
Limerick Cup final. After a close game,
Crescent emerged victorious on a score line
of 32-29.

In the Limerick Schools’ Cup we had an away
fixture to Desmond College, Newcastlewest.
After our journey to the countryside we
emerged victorious and so qualified for
our first final of the year. Our second semifinal for the South West Development
League was against Hazelwood College from
Dromcollogher. We had home advantage for
this semi-final and once again we kept our
winning run going to get through to another
final.

Having only a short turnaround of one
hour, our girls showed great determination
and inner strength to get themselves ready
for their second final. What makes their
victory all the sweeter is that out of all the
schools present, ASM were the only school
who competed in two finals at the same age
group!

Ardscoil Mhuire

All teams present have qualified after many
games throughout the school year with this
being the day that matters most.

Overall it was a great year for Basketball in
ASM and everyone is looking forward to next
year already!
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R O W I N G

Some of us even took part in a Rowing Camp were we got to go
out in the water to see what it was actually like to row for real!
Another highlight saw us meet an Irish sporting legend Sonia
O’Sullivan, who was good enough to take a picture with us!
We all enjoyed learning how to row and it’s a great sport for
fitness and it was great to see how everyone cooperated
with each other! Rowing is a great sport to participate in and
hopefully we can do this again next year!
- Jessica Hannon (Second Year)

Over a number of weeks, my class and I were training for a
rowing blitz during our PE classes. Rowing was a very fun sport
and it’s all about moving your hands and legs, so it’s great for
your muscles!
Rowing was a very tough sport to do but we trained really hard
and our trainer Jessica helped us to keep going and it got easier
and easier as time went on.
When the blitz finally came round our hard work really paid off
and we all got on great! It was tough work as other schools were
competing with us, though we all enjoyed our day out and it was
a great experience to take part in.

Schools Regatta
A proud day at the end of April for Third Year student Chris Kirwan
as she represented ASM for the first time in Rowing Ireland’s Schools
Regatta. She competed in the Women’s Junior 16 Scull, coming
second in her race and placed ninth overall. A significant achievement
considering that this was Chris’s first time competing in a scull boat!
Well done!

Ardscoil Mhuire
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Talking About
Science in ASM

Magic Show
Our Second Years especially enjoyed the
annual ‘magic through science’ show
that was held in ASM’s Science Lab
during the year. Through magic, students
learned about physics and chemistry and
even applied the knowledge that they’ve
studied so far in Junior Cert Science! A
few nervous moments for the willing
volunteers aside, magical time was had
by all!

Science Week November 2016

All Science students in ASM noticed it was Science Week in November
when a number of events happened in the Science Department and in UL.
The corridor outside the science labs displayed a staggering and impressive
range of facts on the fascinating areas of biology, chemistry, physics,
technology, engineering, and mathematics. Students were encouraged
to read and discuss facts on the corridor and this led to many discussions
around the school.

Trip to Blackrock Observatory

First Years spent a day in Cork in April. Our Science Tour started in the
beautiful science location of Blackrock Castle. Sixty-five First Year students
set off early with stars in their eyes! This visit to Blackrock was to coincide
with, and cement their studies of, the Earth Space strand on the new Junior
Cert Science course.

Then on Wednesday Science Room 2 was opened
during the lunch break, giving all students the
opportunity to get involved in live science
experiments. The Van der Graff was hair-raising,
alkali metals were exploding, and the whoosh bottle
was supremely entertaining.
On Thursday our Second Years visited The University
of Limerick, whose eager volunteers showed some
of our students a great time that was also hugely
informative during their Bacteria Workshop for
Science Week!
The girls got to take swabs from their own
hands to check for and measure how much
bacteria was on them. Thankfully as that
experiment had freaked them out entirely
they also got to make their own hand
sanitizer to take home with them!

Students were given four workshops in the Castle and in the adjacent
educational classroom. First up was the StarDome Portable Planetarium
which allowed students to view the skies at night and be able to locate stars
and planets in the night sky. Next was the ultimate challenge to save the
earth from a NEO (Near Earth Object) that was going to hit Earth in just two
hours! All ASM hands were on deck though and luckily we managed to save
Earth from an asteroid impact by working together. Phew!
Up next was a tour of the Castle tower where were given a history of the
castle and its role in the navigation of Cork Harbor whilst standing on the
roof and admiring the view.
Last up was the investigation into the factors that influence the crater size
caused by NEOs that hit a planet. After some brainstorming students devised
an experiment to see if the mass of a NEO and if the distance from Earth of
a NEO influenced the crater’s diameter and depth. With tools in hand the
students (now space-engineers) approached their task with zeal and found
that both had an effect. Later, using a computer simulator program, the
students saw the effect of different NEOs on Earth if impact did occur. We
managed to destroy both Blackrock Castle and Limerick, getting a chilling
insight into the destruction that could occur as a result of NEOs.
After all that star gazing and investigations it was time for lunch and a mooch
around Mahon Point. All watered and fed we returned to ASM. A great First
Year trip was had by all!

Junior Achievement Programme

Thank you to Natalie Breen, former ASM student and current Programme
Manager with Stryker, for completing a seven week STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Maths) initiative with our First Year students
which began in December.
Organised through Junior Achievement Ireland the girls had the exciting
opportunity to experience STEM through coding, rocket design and forensic
analysis. Who knows now if we may be playing host to the next generation
of hackers, rocket scientists, and CSIs?!

Scifest 2017

At the end of April three Second Year girls took it upon themselves to
produce and exhibit a project in this year’s Scifest competition. Emma Kiely,
Aoife McDarby, and Sophie Ryan investigated the role of women in Industry
and how secondary level students in an all-girls school are limited in careers
and opportunities in the fields of science and technology due to the subject
choices available to them in second level.
The girls placed honourably, with a Highly
Commended in the Social Sciences Section, and
were also awarded one of three awards given my
LIT for outstanding students.
The girls did outstanding work in preparing for
the competition and hope to take this to the next
level in the following year by furthering their
research and developing the project for possible
entry in BT Young Scientist.

The last session encouraged our students to consider their own skills and
interests and how they meet apply to a STEM career. This was an invaluable
opportunity that surely got the girls thinking outside the box about their
futures. Thanks again to Natalie for giving our students a valuable insight
into the world of science.
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FURTHER VISITS

Our Fifth Year Biology students will be attending the Human Body
Exhibition in May which will be an interesting insight into how the human
body works.
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Signatures and Memories
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